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Executive Summary… A Primer on the Power of the NSA

Misleading and blatantly false claims about the attack on the Democratic National Committee (DNC) are being used to create fear in the minds of the American people in order to launch cyber warfare and other sanctions against Russia. These scare tactics are also being used to pass draconian legislation limiting free speech and increase funding for the American Police State. This wave of propaganda is also a convenient excuse to explain away the Democratic Party loss of the 2016 Presidential Election. If we are interested in determining why the DNC hack happened, and how it happened, we first need to separate the lies from the truth so we can understand what happened and when it happened.

There were many significant and inter-related events both before the leak and after the leak. Many false claims have been made about several of these events in what appears to be a propaganda war of distortions, disinformation and outright lies by the main stream media. Numerous articles have been written on both sides of this debate. Yet thus far, there has not been a detailed timeline to review the events as they happened. The purpose of this report is to fill this void. Although a complete timeline of the DNC hack would go all the way back to the 1990s and the beginning of the modern Internet (a subject I have written extensively about in past articles), we will start with the 2007 formation of the NSA Prism Partners Program as the precursor to the 2009 US cyber warfare attack on Iran and carry it to the present day DNC cyber warfare attack. This is therefore an outline of the past 10 years of international cyber warfare – something the American people know next to nothing about.

After the timeline, we will go into detail over who was most likely to have done the hacking and why they hacked the DNC. Our conclusion based on an overwhelming amount of evidence is that the Russian government did not hack the DNC. The only question remaining is who did hack the DNC and why they did it. This is a lengthy report for the simple reason that strong allegations require strong evidence. Just as US Intelligence agencies had a duty to provide irrefutable evidence to the American people to justify launching an attack against Russia, so do we have a duty to provide irrefutable evidence to support the claim that Russia was not responsible for the DNC hack. We believe this report provides that evidence. This report includes numerous well documented facts that have never been released before. Those who spend too much time reading only the main stream media may be shocked by these facts. Others who have spent more time reading independent news sources may not be surprised at all. The truth is a powerful weapon. It is time to shed some light on this darkness. If you have any questions or comments, feel free to email me: david@turningpointnews.org.

Why We Can Be Certain the Russian Hacking Stories are False

On December 30, 2016, we posted an article explaining why the Russian Hacking of the DNC story was false – using actual screen shots from the DHS/FBI Grizzly Steppe report. One day later, there was another false story promoted widely by the main stream media claiming that Russia hacked the Vermont Electric grid. This shocking claim was immediately denied by administrators of the Vermont electric grid. Here is the false headline from the Washington Post:
We ended our previous article with quotes from two former NSA Systems Administrators, William Binney and Edward Snowden, in which they both noted that if the Russians really did hack the DNC or the Vermont Power System or anything else, the NSA would certainly have a detailed record of the hack and could provide that evidence to the American people without compromising national security sources or secrets.

Thanks to the Independent Media, our article was picked up by several prominent websites and read by tens of thousands of people. Unfortunately, the feedback we received (doubting that the NSA has this ability) made it clear that many Americans still have no idea about the true power of the NSA – despite the fact that Edward Snowden provided detailed documents from the NSA more than three years ago describing the NSA's immense power and confirming that the NSA wants to “collect it all.”

It is dangerous that the NSA possesses such horrific hacking powers. But it is even more dangerous that so many Americans, and perhaps even most Americans, still have no idea what the NSA is capable of and the type of hacking and data recording the NSA does every day – including the mass surveillance of 300 million Americans. We will therefore begin this report with a brief primer on the power of the NSA.
What is the NSA?
The NSA is the National Security Agency. It is the cyber warfare wing of the US military. It is by far the largest and most well funded cyber warfare group in the entire world – much larger than all of the other hackers in the world combined. We know this is true not only from the Edward Snowden documents and William Binney disclosures but also from numerous other sources as we will describe below. Before going into the details of the NSA cyber warfare program, let's begin with a few important facts:

Fact #1: Follow the Money… Compare US to Russian Military Budgets
The US military budget is currently about $600 billion per year. But this is just the “base” budget and does not include the cost of war in Afghanistan or Iraq or the secret cyber warfare budget or Homeland Security or the FBI. When the entire US Police State budget is added up, it comes to more than one trillion dollars per year. [link]

By comparison, the Russian military budget is about $50 to $60 billion per year. This means that the US military is 10 to 20 times larger than the Russian military. This also means that the US cyber warfare program is 10 to 20 times larger than the Russian cyber warfare program. In short, the US has 10 to 20 times more hackers and produces 10 to 20 times more cyber warfare programs than Russia. [link]

US Military Spending Skyrockets while Russian Military Spending Plunges
Due to very low oil prices, Russia is having major financial problems. In addition, Russians population is aging and decreasing and now is only 144 million. Military spending in Russia fell about 5% in the past year. They are expected to decline about 30% more in 2017. Moscow-based newspaper Vedomosti has warned the cuts “brings Russia close to third-world countries.”
Here is a recent quote:

“As the economy continues to struggle under the weight of low oil prices and sanctions, Russian authorities have decided to cut defense spending by 1,000 billion rubles ($15.89 billion), or by approximately 30 percent. The figures became clear from the draft federal budget that the government submitted to the State Duma at the end of October, business daily Kommersant reports. Overall, spending on national defense in the federal budget for 2017 is envisaged at 2,840 billion rubles ($45.15 billion), or 3.3 percent of GDP.”


In addition to the US military being 10 to 20 times bigger than Russia, spending on the US Cyberware program had skyrocketed while spending on cyber warfare in Russia hand plummeted – especially when one accounts for currency exchanges and inflation.

As just one example, the GRU is the Russian Military Intelligence Service. They are similar to our NSA. In 2009, the head of the GRU retired or was fired. His replacement was forced to fire 1,000 staff members and cut the number of agencies almost in half (from 8 to 5).
Then in 2011, the replacement retired or was fired and replaced by Igor Sergun – a person many in Russia said lacked the experience to be the head of intelligence. Igor lasted 5 years but he died of a heart attack in January 2016. There was no one leading the agency for over one month as Putin could not decide on a replacement. Then Putin chose a complete unknown called Igor Korobov who is currently the head of the GRU.

Here is a quote from a Moscow Times article about the gutting of the GRU:
“A former GRU officer, who spoke on condition of anonymity, slammed the reform, saying it had resulted in old professionals stepping down and greenhorns coming in.”

Here are a couple more quotes:
“Another veteran of the GRU, who asked not to be named, said that the situation in the GRU is now close to critical. There is a collapse of the military intelligence, which has long been the eyes and ears of the military command. Special Forces Brigade cut, the new technology does not arrive, experienced professionals retire, there is only the young people who really can not do anything.”
http://izvestia.ru/news/501899

Eighty of its (GRU top one) hundred general-rank officers had been sacked, retired, or transferred.
www.foreignpolicy.com/2014/07/07/putins-secret-weapon/

So we are expected to believe that a Russian spy group that has seen 80% of its top leaders fired, and has had several new leaders in the past several years and is facing a 30% budget cut for 2017 is somehow a threat to the NSA which is already about 10 to 20 times bigger and without a doubt has the most powerful cyber weapons in the world?

In fact, at a televised press conference in the Spring of 2016, Edward Snowden asked the Russian leader Putin if Russia does mass hacking of its citizens the way the NSA does in the US. Putin replied that it would be illegal. Putin later added that he admires the NSA but Russia simply could not afford something like the NSA.

Have we heard anything about this dramatic decline in Russian military spending in the US main stream media? Not one word. Instead, all we hear from the US press is that Russians are attacking the Vermont Power Grid and before we know it, everyone in America will have their heat shut down and their lights turned off. But what is keeping the American people in the dark is not Russian hackers. It is the main stream media that refuses to tell the American people the truth. The insanity of this situation boggles the mind.

Fact #2: Understand the Scale of the NSA Hacking Program
Second, as confirmed in documents provided by Edward Snowden, the NSA has tens of thousands of sub-contractors at hundreds of cyber warfare bases using thousands of servers all over the world.
The NSA also has the largest data center in the world. The full scale of the NSA cyber warfare program is almost beyond comprehension. The NSA uses this horrific power to hack and infect millions and even billions of computers around the world. The NSA motto is “Collect Everything.” In reality, this means to “hack everything.” The term “everything” does not mean hacking just the systems of criminals – it means hacking the systems of everyone – including you whenever you go on line, or send an email or use a smart phone. “Everything” also includes all information from all networks – whether it is a corporate network or the networks of social groups or political parties. Those of us who have been studying the NSA for years understand that the term “everything” actually means everything. The NSA likes to boast, “We Collect It All.” All means all data regardless of the location of the data… “all” means “everything.” I hope this is becoming clearer. Everything would include real evidence in real time if the Russians actually hacked the DNC. There are only two options. Either the NSA has the evidence and is not releasing it. Or the NSA does not have the evidence because it did not happen.

https://theintercept.com/2014/03/12/nsa-plans-infect-millions-computers-malware/

Fact #3: Understand the True Power of the Dark Side

Not only does the scale of the NSA hacking program reach nearly every computer in every corner of the globe, but the scope or power of what the NSA is capable of doing to each of those computers is truly frightening. Jacob Applebaum is a security expert and developer of the TOR router. Jacob was originally from the University of Washington in Seattle. But he was forced to move to Germany in order to escape NSA persecution. Sadly, Jacob is still being harassed by government agents even in Germany. Jacob is one of only a few people in the world who was given access to the Snowden documents. After spending months reviewing these documents, Jacob stated that the power of the NSA is “worse than your worst nightmare.” I want to encourage anyone who doubts the NSA capabilities to watch this 60 minute talk by Jacob Applebaum.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b0w36GAYZIA
The above video may be one of the most important videos every posted on Youtube as Jacob goes into great detail about several NSA hacking programs and includes images from NSA training manuals to confirm that what he is saying is true. Please watch this video before proceeding with this article. It will help you better understand what we are going to cover and reduce the number of folks emailing us and telling us that what we are saying is not possible. What we are about to say is not only possible – but thanks to Edward Snowden, it is well documented. As just one example, the NSA can and does deploy malware by sending out spam emails that trick targets into clicking a malicious link. Once activated, a “back-door implant” infects their computers within eight seconds. 

According to one NSA presentation “If we can get the target to visit us in some sort of web browser, we can probably own them.” Here is a slide from a top secret NSA program called the FOXACID Quantum exploit which according to the NSA has a success rate 80 times greater than a normal email spamming technique. The presentation goes on to say that folks who use either a Windows or Apple computer have a “100% chance” of the hack being successful. The only protection from NSA hacks is to use Linux servers and computers – a topic we will come back to later.

Wikileaks has said that it did not get its information from Russia, Craig Murray, a former Ambassador, said he met with the leaker and it was not a Russian. On the other hand, the NSA has almost unlimited power to hack any group. The purpose of this report is to provide evidence clarifying this point. The NSA has the ability to automatically record the exact time and action of every computer in order to create a complete record of all attacks. So if the Russians did in fact hack the DNC, the NSA would have evidence of the hack. The NSA could release this evidence to the public without compromising a single source or a single secret.

Former NSA lead administrator William Binney concurs. He stated that if the Russians really did hack the Democratic Party server, the NSA would certainly have real evidence. Here is his quote from a December 29 2016 article by Glenn Greenwald:

“The bottom line is that the NSA would know where and how any “hacked” emails from the DNC, HRC or any other servers were routed through the network. This process can sometimes require a closer look into the routing to sort out intermediate clients, but in the end sender and recipient can be traced across the network.”
Edward Snowden not only confirmed that the NSA has this ability to unravel proxy servers – but that he himself used an NSA program called XKEYSCORE to get access. [https://theintercept.com/2016/07/26/russian-intelligence-hack-dnc-nsa-know-snowden-says/](https://theintercept.com/2016/07/26/russian-intelligence-hack-dnc-nsa-know-snowden-says/)

Pay close attention to what William Binney said about “routing to sort intermediate clients.” What he is talking about is IP or Internet Protocol Addresses. Some who read our previous article claimed that IP addresses do not mean much because they can be bounced through proxies or intermediate IP addresses. These proxies may stop you and I from finding out who is really doing the hacking. But they do not stop the NSA. Both Snowden and Binney have confirmed that the NSA has a way to get past these proxies. This is easy for me to accept because I have spent several years studying the NSA. But the general public seems to have no idea what kind of power the NSA really has. Once you truly understand what the NSA is capable of, then you also understand that the fact that the NSA has not released this evidence is a strong indication that this evidence of Russian hacking simply does not exist.

**Fact #4: Our Government is not always honest with us**

This brings us to the next claim that our government agencies cannot possibly be lying to us. If our government says there is evidence of Russian hacking, we ought to believe our government even though they have failed to provide any evidence to back up this claim. Such a misplaced faith in government overlooks three important facts. First, these same government agencies lied to us about the Weapons of Mass Deception that caused us to go to war in Iraq in 2003.
Second, these same government agents also lied to Congress when Congress asked them about their programs of mass surveillance in March 2013. In June 2013, after Snowden provided evidence of mass surveillance, Clapper was forced to admit that he had lied to Congress even though he was under oath to tell them the truth.

Third, these same government agents repeatedly promised us they would provide us with real evidence of Russian hacking by the end of 2016. They did give us the DHS/FBI “Grizzly Steppe” report. But there was no real evidence of Russian hacking anywhere in the report.

This makes these government agents three time losers. The government now claims that they will release yet another report in January 2017 with evidence that the Russians hacked the DNC. But given all the times we have been lied to in the past, how many times does our government have to lie to the American people before the American people will learn not to trust their government?
Fact #5: The Main Stream Media is not always honest with us.
We will provide two recent examples. First, the current “Sound Bite” that the “Russians Hacked the Election” is Deeply Deceptive. The main stream media has repeated thousands of times that the “Russians hacked the election.” Here is a recent deceptive headline from NPR:

Hopefully, you are smart enough to know that there has never been a finding that Russia hacked the election. It is not even being alleged that Russia hacked the election. The real allegation is that the Russians hacked the DNC servers and then handed the emails to Wikileaks who published them. Because of their embarrassing content, some voters decided to vote for Trump which cost Clinton the election. However, this is not what many Americans think when they are told over and over again that the Russians hacked the election. **What many Americans think is that Russia hacked the American voting machines.** In fact, in a December 2016 poll, half of all Democrats believe that Russians tampered with the voting machines – even though President Obama has repeatedly stated that there is no evidence that Russia hacked any voting machines. Here is the breakdown including Independent voters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party ID</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Democrat</th>
<th>Independent</th>
<th>Republican</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definitely true</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probably true</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probably not true</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definitely not true</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same poll found that over half of all Americans still think that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction even though none were ever found.
The second example was the reporting right up until the day of the election was that Clinton was going to win in a landslide. Here are just some of the headlines from Election Day, Tuesday November 8, 2016:

The lesson here is to stop believing everything we are told by the main stream media.

The Real Issue is not the Russians, It is a lack of Honesty

Information released by Wikileaks may have cast Clinton in a negative light. But that was because the majority of independent swing voters already did not trust her as was shown in polls going all the way back to 2015. There were two sets of leaks. One in July 2016 and the other in October 2016.
The July emails confirmed that the former chair of the Democratic Party did in fact collude against Bernie Sanders to prevent a fair primary. When the Chair of the DNC resigned, she was immediately hired by Clinton showing a complete lack of understanding for the perception that the election was "rigged." This led to the walk out of Sanders supporters at the Democratic Party election. Was this the fault of Wikileaks for revealing the collusion or the fault of Clinton for putting this dishonest person on her campaign team?

The October releases included a Clinton speech to Goldman Sachs explaining why she had a public position opposing cutting Social Security but a private position supporting cutting Social Security.. reassuring them that she had both a public and private position:

Many independent swing voters already did not trust Hillary. This single release may have cost her the election. But should Wikileaks be blamed for revealing the truth or the Democrats be blamed for nominating such a two faced candidate?

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/927

Then there was what Clinton told a Brazilian bank group in 2013, "We have to resist, protectionism, other kinds of barriers to market access." The fact that this statement became known after she had publicly opposed the TPP Trade agreement but then had chosen a Vice Presidential Candidate strongly in favor of the TPP Trade agreement likely cost Clinton a lot of swing votes in the Rust Belt states that determined the election. But it was not Wikileaks that chose a Pro TPP VP, it was Clinton.

Clinton also said in a June 2013 speech, she believed the United States should intervene in Syria but as "covertly as is possible." She also advocated for enforcing a Syrian No Fly Zone that Generals had said would lead to direct conflict with Russia. There was also Bill Clinton getting a million dollar check from an oil baron, while Hillary told bankers that banks got too much blame for their role in the financial crisis. Clinton also said the Dodd-Frank Act had to be passed “for political reasons” and that she thought bankers were best suited to regulate themselves, since "the people that know the industry better than anybody are the people who work in the industry."

Trying to change the focus from what happened in the election by using even more lies to shift the blame to the Russians may be politically easy in the short run. But it will severely harm the American political process in the long run. Nevertheless, it is clear that the main stream media has launched a campaign designed to whip up fear and hysteria in the American people and is trying to turn Russia into some kind of bogey man who is out to get us. The truth is just the opposite. The scary monster is right here in the US and it is called the NSA. Next is our timeline of events leading up to the DNC hack.

In the late 1990’s, three federal judges ruled that Microsoft was a monopoly that had engaged in price fixing in violation of the Sherman Anti-trust Act. To maintain their lucrative monopoly over computer operating systems, Microsoft made a “deal with the devil” by allowing the NSA to have an open back door into every Microsoft Windows computer. This back door was enabled by placing the Explorer web browser inside of the Windows Operating system. The downside of allowing the NSA access to every Windows computer was that it also allowed hackers access to Windows computers. This back door is still present today – meaning that it is impossible to secure any Windows computer. But in 2007, the NSA launched a new program called **PRISM** that was about to make this dangerous situation much worse.

2007: NSA expands its program to actively recruit and train computer hackers.
One of the documents exposed by Snowden in 2013 was a 2007 NSA job posting document in which the NSA actively solicited hackers to go to work for the NSA. The trainees will be taught how to “develop an attackers mindset.” Note that the NSA goal is not merely to monitor computers but to remotely destroy them.

http://www.spiegel.de/media/media-35661.pdf

September 1, 2007: The NSA begins the Prism Collection Program.
As confirmed in documents provided by Edward Snowden in 2013, the NSA started the Prism Data Collection Program to enlist major US corporations to help with mass surveillance in 2007. Its first recruit was Microsoft in September 2007.

This was also the time that the startup program for all computers except Chromebooks began to change from the simple BIOS program to a complex encrypted program called UEFI. This means that not only is the operating system insecure but so is the startup program as both call back to Microsoft and the NSA using hidden backdoors.
Chromebooks use a much safer startup program called Coreboot that does not have hidden backdoors. I began researching these backdoors in 2010 in order to understand a virus called the Flame virus. I discovered that these backdoors were being used to transmit cyber weapons such as Stuxnet and Flame. I eventually learned that these cyber weapons were created by the NSA.

**September 2009:** Researching the history of the flame virus led to even more disturbing questions about the relationship between Microsoft and the NSA. Several newspaper reports confirmed that in 2009, Microsoft played a key role in the NSA attack on Iranian Nuclear and Oil Facilities via the development of the Stuxnet and Flame super viruses.

The Stuxnet - Flame viruses soon escaped “into the wild” and began crashing not just Iranian oil facilities but lots of other oil facilities around the world. [http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2012/06/confirmed-us-israel-created-stuxnet-lost-control-of-it/](http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2012/06/confirmed-us-israel-created-stuxnet-lost-control-of-it/)

“Flame was designed to masquerade as a routine Microsoft Update.” [http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2012-06-19/world/35460741_1_stuxnet-computer-virus-malware](http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2012-06-19/world/35460741_1_stuxnet-computer-virus-malware)

Here is a 2 minute video about the dangers of the Stuxnet virus. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wliTpRLTySU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wliTpRLTySU)
April 20 2010: The Flame virus caused the BP Oil Disaster
In the summer of 2010, while researching the flame virus, I discovered evidence that the Flame virus led directly to the BP Gulf Oil Spill – the worse environmental disaster in the history of the world. This is something the American people have never been told.

July 23, 2010: At a government hearing to determine the cause of the gulf oil spill, the oil rig's chief electronic technician, Mike Williams – who miraculously survived the explosion – described the events leading up to the disaster. The full details of his testimony are listed on the following web page.
http://techrights.org/2010/10/12/deepwater-update/

Mike Williams testimony sounded exactly like what happens today whenever a Windows computer is attacked by the Flame Virus. According to Mr. Williams, for months, the computer system on the ill fated BP oil rig had been locking up, producing what the crew called the “blue screen of death.” (Note: The Blue Screen of Death most commonly occurs on Windows computers after a faulty update).

Mike explained that with the computer frozen, the drillers did not have access to crucial data about what was going on in the well. Williams described the Windows computer system as “a very unstable platform” and “bad software” that was the root cause of most of the drilling problems. This buggy Windows based control system left drillers blind when it crashed daily and was responsible for safety system bypasses that eventually destroyed the well seal and led to the explosion. On page 42 of the hearing transcript, Mike Williams stated:

“For three to four months we've had problems with this computer simply locking up. [sometimes it was a blue screen, sometimes a frozen display] ... We had ordered replacement hard drives from the manufacturer. We had actually ordered an entire new system, new computers, new servers, new everything to upgrade it from the very obsolete operating system that it was using.” http://techrights.org/2010/10/12/deepwater-update/
Thus, according to Mr. Williams, the computer problems began in January 2010. Between the manufacturer and the rig, they could not get the bugs worked out of the new operating system. They couldn't get the old software to run correctly on the new operating system. Microsoft Updates – instead of fixing the problem actually made the problems worse. This was an important clue that their computer system had been infected with the Flame super bug. Who would create such a vicious virus and why? I was not able to connect the Flame virus to the Stuxnet virus and the NSA until a shocking article was published in June 2012.

**June 1, 2012:** James Risen, a reporter with the NEW York Times, interviewed one of the US generals associated with the Stuxnet project and posted an article where this general described the Stuxnet deployment against Iran in detail. If you are not familiar with the NSA Stuxnet attack on Iran then please read the following article.
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/01/world/middleeast/obama-ordered-wave-of-cyberattacks-against-iran.html?pagewanted=2&_r=1&seid=auto&smid=tw-nytimespolitics&pagewanted=all

**2010 to 2014: NSA greatly expands their cyber warfare arsenal.**
Stuxnet's was not the only cyber weapon created by the NSA. The NSA also created Flame, Gauss and Duqu. Each of these has coding patterns related to previous programs including using many of the same modules, structures and processes. These severely dangerous and harmful programs are very complex. Below is a diagram of code modules in the Duqu Driver. This is only one of more than 100 components that make up the Duqu 2.0 (2015) virus.


Here are a couple of links that describe the evolution of NSA cyber warfare weapons:
https://cdn.securelist.com/files/2015/06/The_Mystery_of_Duqu_2_0_a_sophisticated_cyb_erespionage_actor_returns.pdf
https://www.concise-courses.com/stuxnet-flame-gauss-duqu/
June 6, 2013: Snowden Provides Documents Confirming the Power of the NSA

I was about to publish a book called “Free Yourself from Microsoft and the NSA” describing the dangers of the NSA Flame Virus and Stuxnet virus as well as the dangers of open back doors in the Windows operating system in June 2013 — a book I had worked on for more than a year. Here is a link to this book if you would like to read it.
https://freeyourselffrommicrosoftandthensa.org/

I realized people would think I was crazy for claiming that the NSA had produced these super weapons. But I was going to publish it anyway. Then, Edward Snowden provides thousands of documents to reporters confirming the hidden power of the NSA. If my prior research had peaked behind the curtain, the Snowden documents blew the lid off the entire NSA operation.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jun/06/us-tech-giants-nsa-data

July 13, 2013: Glenn Greenwald explains how the NSA downloads documents from Windows computers. He released documents provided by Edward Snowden on a top secret NSA program called Xkeyscore (aka XKS) which is used to steal and store documents from your Windows computer. Xkeyscore is used through over 700 servers at 150 sites around the world.
http://www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/jul/31/nsa-xkeyscore-program-full-presentation
February 16, 2015 Kaspersky exposed the Equation Group

Independently from Snowden, a computer security firm called Kaspersky had been analyzing the Flame and Stuxnet cyber weapons. In 2013 and 2014, they published several reports documenting how these super weapons worked. Then in February 2015, they published a report linking them all together. Kaspersky publishes a report on the “Death Star of the Malware Galaxy” which it called the Equation Group (which we know is the NSA). The relationship of Stuxnet to other NSA cyber weapons was confirmed in this detailed analysis.

https://securelist.com/blog/research/68750/equation-the-death-star-of-malware-galaxy/
https://securelist.com/files/2015/02/Equation_group_questions_and_answers.pdf

The Kaspersky researchers described a group they called the **Equation group** which was infecting computers and websites all over the planet. The report noted that the techniques being used were linked to techniques and malware programs previously developed and used by the NSA including the Flame and Stuxnet viruses which the US used to attack Iranian computers. Here is their diagram of the relationships between the various Equation Group cyber weapons. Note that Stuxnet, Flame and Gauss are all directly related:
Here is a quote from their 44 page report: “All the malware we have collected so far is designed to work on Microsoft’s Windows operating system. The malware callbacks are consistent with the DOUBLEFANTASY schema, which normally injects into the system browser (for instance, Internet Explorer on Windows)... The Equation group uses a vast infrastructure that includes more than 300 domains and more than 100 servers.”

Here is a map of all of the victims of the Equation Group according to Kaspersky (Note: this map is not complete as I personally know of victims in countries not on this map). Clearly the primary targets or victims of the Equation group are China and Russia. However, we should note that the Equation Group also targets computers in the US:

April 30, 2013: The NSA/Equation Group Posts a Training Video on Youtube
Having spent years following this evolution of NSA cyber warfare weapons, it is apparent to me that tens of thousands of hackers have been trained by the NSA. Here is a 26 minute Youtube video of the NSA “Red Cell” teaching young military recruits how to hack computers. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HnnvVnsDCGw
Most of these hackers eventually leave the US military and then work for thousands of fake cyber security consulting firms funded directly or indirectly by the NSA. Thanks to the revelations of Edward Snowden, we also know the NSA has a network of hundreds of hacking servers in more than one hundred countries around the world.

Kaspersky for several years had been the world leader in documenting the hacking activities of the Equation Group, which was responsible for cyber attacks on servers in Iran. These cyber weapons included Stuxnet, Flame, Gauss and Duqu. Kaspersky does not link Cozy Bear or the Equation group to any nation-state because they have a policy of “not getting involved in politics.” But others will later falsely claim that Kaspersky said that Cozy Bear was linked to the Russian government. We will provide quotes from the actual Kaspersky reports which imply that Cozy Bear was not Russian but rather the NSA. Here is a link to their February 28 2013 report on Cozy Duke aka Cozy Bear.  

Cozy Bear aka Cozy Duke was used not just to attack the US but many other countries including Russia
Here is a list of the countries that had been targeted by the Duke virus.
"Researchers found 59 unique victims in the following 23 countries: Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Georgia, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Latvia, Lebanon, Lithuania, Montenegro, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovenia, Spain, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom and United States."

So if Russia really was the source of the Duke virus, then we have to believe that the Russian Federation used this virus to attack itself. Alternately if we want to conclude that the US was the nation that built the Duke virus then we have to believe that the US attacked itself. These are not equal assumptions because, thanks to Edward Snowden, there is plenty of evidence of the NSA attacking victims in the US. We know they do this. It is part of their motto to hack everything.

June 10 2015: Kaspersky links Duqu to the Duqu 2 cyber weapon.
In June 2015 Kaspersky admitted that they had been hacked by a new cyber weapon they called Duqu 2.0. Here is a quote from Kaspersky: “Since these have never been made public and considering the main interest appears to have remained the same, we conclude the attackers behind Duqu and Duqu 2.0 are the same.”
https://cdn.securelist.com/files/2015/06/The_Mystery_of_Duqu_2_0_a_sophisticated_cyberespionage_actor_returns.pdf

So Duqu and Duqu 2 were made by the same group. But how do we know these are made by the same group that made Stuxnet, Flame and Gauss? Here we have several sources. First, we have the Kaspersky group who has done detailed analysis of all of these viruses breaking the code and structure of each down line by line. Kaspersky has written hundreds of pages of reports on this topic and they have repeatedly concluded that these viruses were all written by the same nation-state.
Another source is the NSA documents released by Snowden. In these documents are NSA presentations in which they discuss Stuxnet as being one of their “implants.”

https://theintercept.com/2014/11/12/stuxnet/

The June 2015 Kaspersky report confirmed several more Stuxnet like “patterns” of the Cozy Duke hackers:

#1 Cozy Duke uses extremely expensive and rare Zero Day Exploits
Zero day exploits are security holes in software such as Microsoft Windows that not even Microsoft is aware of. The Dukes cyber weapon uses Zero Day attacks just like the Duqu Stuxnet and Flame viruses. In fact, NSA viruses often use a dozen or more zero day exploits.

#2 Cozy Duke was written with Windows Programs by Windows programmers common in the US
Analysis of the Cozy Duke code confirms that it was written using Windows programs. While it is possible that Russian hackers could use Windows computers and programs to write the virus, it is much more likely that they would use Linux computers and programs for security reasons (after all, they know how insecure Windows is and how easy it would be to be hacked by the NSA if they were using Windows programs). By contrast, the NSA often uses Windows programs and programmers because they have a direct relationship with Microsoft. Note that the Equation group cyber weapons were also all written using Windows programs.

#3 Cozy Duke use in the Ukraine declined after US Puppets Took Over Ukraine
Here is a quote from one of the 2015 reports analyzing Cozy Duke: “Contrary to what might be assumed, we have actually observed a drop instead of an increase in Ukraine-related campaigns from the Dukes following the country’s political crisis. This is in stark contrast to some other suspected Russian threat actors (such as Operation Pawn Storm [10]) who appear to have increased their targeting of Ukraine following the crisis.”

In other words, Pawn Storm saw its use go up after the US CIA backed group took over Ukraine while a much more powerful weapon called Cozy Duke was used less. The Russians would have no reason to use their most powerful cyber weapon less after the CIA backed coup in Ukraine. The only ones with this kind of motive would be the NSA.

#4 The Cozy Bear Referral Servers are in Panama, France, Germany, the US and Turkey

After infecting computers and servers, Cozy Bear calls home to the mother ship.
According to the Kaspersky analysis, Cozy Bear is programmed to contact specific servers in Panama, France, Germany, the US and Turkey. These five countries all have a strong NSA CIA presence. None of these countries has a close relationship to Russia – especially not in 2014. Understanding that IP addresses can be faked, these are the IP addresses of the mother ship as provided by Kaspersky:

200.63.46.23  
95.128.72.24  
72.34.47.186  
188.40.99.143  
85.95.236.114  

Here is a review of these IP addresses using [http://whatismyipaddress.com](http://whatismyipaddress.com)

200.63.46.23 is a server owned by [Panamaserver.com](http://panamaserver.com). They are listed as a clean server meaning there have been no reports of them attacking people. This means that people were unaware of who was attacking them and where the attackers were located.

95.128.72.24 is a clean server owned by [cl-turbo.celeo.net](http://cl-turbo.celeo.net) in Paris France. This domain name has no apparent services so how does it make money and stay in business?

72.34.47.186 is a clean server owned by [IHNetworks LLC](http://www.ihnetworks.com) in Los Angeles CA. They use the domain name [copper.noc-servers.com](http://copper.noc-servers.com). This domain name has no apparent services. So how does it make money and stay in business? I was able to confirm that this server is using a Linux Apache server program and is also using Cpanel. But that was as far as I could get. Here is a screen shot of this URL:

IHNetworks LLC appears to be a web hosting company that purchased a Texas based web hosting company called Eleven2 in 2012 but continued to use the user name of the former company apparently to hide the fact that the company was bought. [http://www.webhostingtalk.com/showthread.php?t=1431081](http://www.webhostingtalk.com/showthread.php?t=1431081)

IHNetwork hosts about 4,000 domain names (most from Eleven2). Most of these domain names have very low traffic. Even at $100 per domain per year, this is only $400,000 annually which would barely pay for the server much less the staff. Here is a link to all of the domain names hosted by IHNetworks and their current traffic levels. [https://w3bin.com/hoster/77](https://w3bin.com/hoster/77)
Yet despite this fact, IHNetworks claims on their home page to have servers and data centers located around the world! [http://ihnetworks.com/](http://ihnetworks.com/)

Here is a screen shot of all of the five web hosts that they have bought:

So where is this company getting all of the money to buy these web hosts and pay for servers and data centers all around the world? This company appears to have an unlimited amount of money but its known income is only $400,000 per year! Also, exactly how is it related to Cozy Bear given that it is highly unlikely Cozy Bear would want to use servers located in the US and subject to US laws if Cozy Bear was really from Russia.

188.40.99.143 is a clean corporate server located in Germany. The Internet Service Provider is Hetzner Online AG. This one appears to be a real web hosting company that has been in existence since 1997. Perhaps the NSA just has an account here.

85.95.236.114 is a clean broadband server in Turkey. Just about anyone can use a broadband server so there is no real way to research this connection other than to confirm that the IP address is actually located in Turkey (which I did).

#5 Cozy Bear aka Cozy Duke uses a Twitter account to call the mother ship
The primary method that Twitter uses to communicate with the mother ship is a Twitter handle that uses common phrases about the weather. Should the Twitter account be taken down, Cozy Bear has a backup communication method that uses Google. Given the known relationships between Google, Twitter and the NSA, it is unlikely that Russian hackers would use either of these corporations as their primary means of communicating between their hacking tools and the Home servers. Here is a graphic of Cozy Duke aka Cozy Bear from Kaspersky confirming it uses Twitter to communicate.
Fancy Bear also used a US Registrar for one of their hacking domain names. One of the ways Fancy Bear gains access to computers and servers is by fooling folks to click on a PDF link that activates the cyber weapon. This is linked to a domain name called PDFRegistry.net. Here is the ownership status of this domain name:

Domain Name: PDFREGISTRY.NET
Registrar: 1&1 INTERNET SE
Sponsoring Registrar IANA ID: 83
Whois Server: whois.1and1.com
Referral URL: http://registrar.1and1.info
Name Server: NS-US.1AND1-DNS.COM

1 and 1 is a major US domain name registrar. The domain name was created on April 12, 2015, was updated on September 30, 2016 and is paid through 2017. Here is the problem with the Russians using a US domain registrar: current US laws allow the FBI nearly instant access to any and all US servers. This should not be allowed. But it is allowed which is why I recommend that website owners host their domain names on servers that are outside of the US. Certainly the Russians are fully aware of the danger of using US web hosts in terms of instant FBI access without even seeking a warrant from a judge. There is no way Russians are going to use US registrars or web hosts for their secret cyber weapon hacking programs. However, the NSA would have nothing to fear from using US servers as the NSA and FBI are best friends.

August, 2015 Fancy Bear used a fake domain name for the Electronic Freedom Foundation to fool folks into downloading their cyber weapons. Fancy Bear who would later use a DNC related fake domain name to attack folks in March 2016, also used an EFF fake domain name to hack people in August 2015. This is very relevant because one of the world's biggest opponents of NSA mass hacking is the Electronic Freedom Foundation (EFF). This group has actually filed lawsuits against the NSA and has posted detailed articles explaining to people how they can use tools such as Linux to protect against NSA hacking attacks.

The real domain name for the EFF is https://www.eff.org/
However the Fancy Bear Cyber weapon used the fake domain name Electronicfrontierfoundation.org to fool folks into downloading their cyber weapon. [https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2015/08/new-spear-phishing-campaign-pretends-be-eff](https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2015/08/new-spear-phishing-campaign-pretends-be-eff)

EFF has since purchased this domain name and redirected it to their real domain name in order to try to protect their clients. However, the malicious use of this fake domain name clearly is intended to harm the Electronic Freedom Foundation and those who trust the EFF. No rational person would believe that Russia would want to deliberately undermine one of the NSA's biggest opponents. But there is no doubt that the NSA would want to undermine the EFF and their supporters.

**NSA learns how to cover their tracks to hide it is the source of most cyber weapons**

To better understand the extreme lengths that the NSA goes to in order to confuse folks about its viruses, let’s read a quote from page 43 of one of the most recent Kaspersky Duqu virus manuals: “In the case of Duqu, the attackers use multiple proxies and jumping points to mask their IP connections. This makes tracking an extremely complex problem. Additionally, the attackers have tried to include several false flags throughout the code, designed to send researchers in the wrong direction. For instance, one of the drivers contains the string “ugly.gorilla”, which obviously refers to 9Wang Dong, a Chinese hacker believed to be associated with the APT1/Comment Crew. The usage of the Camellia cypher previously seen in APT1 samples is another false flag planted by the attackers to make researchers believe they are dealing with APT1 related malware.” [https://cdn.securelist.com/files/2015/06/The_Mystery_of_Duqu_2.0_a_sophisticated_cyberespionage_actor_returns.pdf](https://cdn.securelist.com/files/2015/06/The_Mystery_of_Duqu_2.0_a_sophisticated_cyberespionage_actor_returns.pdf)

In other words, the makers of Duqu (who we know are NSA coders) want us to think they are Chinese hackers when they are not. These NSA hackers even faked time stamps on their activities to make us believe they are operating in a Russian time zone when in fact they are operating in the US Eastern Time Zone.

**September 15, 2015 Duqu 2 uses Easily faked time stamps**

In June 2016, Crowdstrike issued a report claiming that Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear were Russian hackers. The source document for this claim was a September 15, 2015 report written by a computer security firm called F Secure. [https://www.f-secure.com/documents/996508/1030745/dukes_whitepaper.pdf](https://www.f-secure.com/documents/996508/1030745/dukes_whitepaper.pdf)

This report mistakenly used easily faked time stamps as evidence that the Duke viruses were written by Russians. Here is a quote from the conclusion of the F Secure 2015 Report: “Attribution is always a difficult question, but attempting to answer it is important in understanding these types of threats and how to defend against them... The Dukes have consistently operated large-scale campaigns against high-profile targets...We therefore believe the Dukes to be a single, large, well-coordinated organization with clear separation of responsibilities and targets. This leaves us with the final question: which country? We are unable to conclusively prove responsibility of any specific country for the Dukes.
All of the available evidence however does in our opinion suggest that the group operates on behalf of the Russian Federation. **Kaspersky noted that based on the compilation timestamps,** the authors of the Duke malware appear to primarily work from Monday to Friday between the times of 6am and 4pm UTC+0 [11] . This corresponds to working hours between 9am and 7pm in the UTC+3 time zone, also known as Moscow Standard Time, which covers, among others, much of western Russia, including Moscow and St. Petersburg."

However, since we know the NSA has altered the time stamps on previous programs, it would be a simple matter for them to also alter the time stamps on Cozy Duke. Here is a quote from Kaspersky about why they never attribute any cyber weapon to any nation: “Cyber-spies can stage false-flag operations: the evidence we use to attempt to identify attackers includes timestamps, words in particular languages in the malware code, names or nicknames, and the geographical locations of the command-and-control servers used. But such evidence is always circumstantial and can easily be forged." [http://media.kaspersky.com/en/Duqu-2-0-Frequently-Asked-Questions.pdf](http://media.kaspersky.com/en/Duqu-2-0-Frequently-Asked-Questions.pdf)

It is therefore possible to imagine that the time stamps on the Cozy Duke code are valid and that it was therefore written by Russians. However, such a naive claim ignores all of the other evidence – especially the fact that all the Cozy Duke “call home” server IP addresses are in the US or in countries friendly to the US - which leads to the conclusion that it was the NSA that wrote Cozy Duke. If we conclude that the NSA wrote Cozy Duke, then we must also conclude that it was the NSA and not Russia that hacked the DNC servers. Since the NSA motto is to hack everything, it should not surprise anyone that the NSA was hacking DNC servers – because the NSA hacks all servers.

All of the above was reported and known prior to the DNC hacker attacks. Now that we have a better understanding of how Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear work, and the fact that both are far more likely to be NSA cyber weapons than Russian cyber weapons, let's get back to the DNC hack.
Part 2 Details of the DNC Hack... July 2015 to May 2016

Reminder: APT stands for Advanced Persistent Threat. APT refers to a suspected government sponsored hacker. Fancy Bear is APT 28 and Cozy Bear is APT 29.

September 2015: Cozy Bear also known as Cozy Duke attacks DNC network.

The timing of the first Cozy Bear attack on the DNC was first reported in the New York Times to be September 2015 with the FBI contacting the DNC almost immediately. [http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/13/us/politics/russia-hack-election-dnc.html?_r=0](http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/13/us/politics/russia-hack-election-dnc.html?_r=0)

However, a report released on January 6, 2017 by the FBI called “Assessing Russian Activities and Intentions in Recent US Elections” states on page 2 that “In July 2015, Russian Intelligence gained access to the Democratic National Committee (DNC) networks and maintained that access until at least June 2016.” [https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ICA_2017_01.pdf](https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ICA_2017_01.pdf)

We will accept the New York Times version of events and dismiss the 2017 FBI report for several reasons:

#1 If the hack of the DNC began in July 2015, this would mean that the FBI sat on this information for more than two months before telling the DNC. Alternately, it would mean that the NSA sat on the hack for two months before telling the FBI. We are certain that the NSA either is Cozy Bear or was monitoring Cozy Bear servers due to past Cozy Bear attacks. We do not believe that either the FBI or NSA would sit on such important information for two months.

#2. The January 6 2017 FBI report contains many other inaccurate and obviously false statements. For example, the 2017 FBI report maintains that the hackers had access until June 2016. This can not possibly be true as Crowdstrike completely cleaned the DNC servers on May 1 2016 and monitored them closely after that. I realize that Guccifer claimed that he had access to the DNC servers until June 2016. But we are certain he was not telling the truth as he also made several other untrue statements and because we are certain that Crowdstrike would have cleaned him out on May 1 2016.
#3: We have discovered several other attempts by the US Intelligence community to change the narrative to make it look like Cozy Bear had access as early as May 2015. We have researched all of these claims and found them to be completely false.

We therefore believe that the original story told by the FBI agent to the NY Times in 2016 has the most validity. According to this FBI agent, he personally warned the DNC that their servers were hacked by a group called the Dukes in September 2015 - but the DNC tech team took no significant action because they did not believe he was actually from the FBI. Nothing was done for months. The incompetent mess was described in detail in a New York Times story a year later. The NY Times article states that the FBI called the DNC repeatedly but was ignored because DNC staffers thought he was an impostor rather than a real FBI agent. The NY Times article claimed that the FBI knew the Dukes were Russians and had a long history opposing them. If this were really the case, then the actions of the FBI and the DNC border on incompetence. The NY Times article links to the F Secure Report (we have already quoted about the Dukes which concluded the Dukes were Russian based on the Cozy Duke Time Stamps. As noted before, the F Secure Report ignored a mountain of information such as server call back locations indicating that the Dukes were not Russians but Americans).

Our Comments on the September 15 Cozy Bear DNC Attack
There is a fundamental problem with the first DNC attack. The FBI had evidence that a major crime had been committed with Russians hacking DNC server in Washington DC. Yet all they did was call the DNC? This is not what is supposed to happen when a major crime is committed. The FBI is required to lock down the crime scene and take position of any and all evidence in order to launch an investigation. Warrants are supposed to be entered. The hacked server is supposed to be examined. The server logs would certainly supply important clues that could eventually be traced back to the alleged hackers.

Why didn’t the FBI take control of the crime scene in September 2015???
At the very least, the FBI should have gotten a copy of the server logs. Instead, we found out on January 5, 2017 that according to the DNC, the FBI has never examined the DNC hacked server and never asked to examine the hacked server. 
https://www.buzzfeed.com/alimwatkins/the-fbi-never-asked-for-access-to-hacked-computer-servers?utm_term=.jhKq72BRv#.tgBLXokNE

A day later, the FBI disputed this claim by stating that they had asked to examine the DNC server logs in May 2016 – but the DNC refused their request.

According to the FBI official, “This left the FBI no choice but to rely upon a third party for information. These actions caused significant delays and inhibited the FBI from addressing the intrusion earlier.”

Are you kidding me? Since when does the FBI have to get anyone’s permission, other than a judge, to seize evidence after a major crime has been committed? Had the FBI gotten the server and the DNC taken steps to clean the server, we would not today be faced with the difficult task of figuring out who hacked the DNC – and possibly the DNC would not have lost the national election – an election on which they spent over one billion dollars trying to win. The failure of the FBI to take this action is one of many questions that has never been adequately addressed.

March 22, 2016: Fancy Bear Prepares to Attack the DNC

Seven months after Cozy Bear gained access to the DNC server, Fancy Bear decided they wanted in on the action too. So Fancy Bear registered a domain with a typo—misdepartment.com—to look like the company hired by the DNC to manage its network, MIS Department. Go to Whois.net to find out who owns this fake domain name.
https://www.whois.net/default.aspx

Here is what you will get:
Domain Name: MISDEPATRMENT.COM
Name Server: 1A7EA920.BITCOIN-DNS.HOSTING
Updated Date: 22-apr-2016
Creation Date: 22-mar-2016
Expiration Date: 22-mar-2017

Put in plain English, Fancy Bear used a Bitcoin hosting account to hide their identity. They created the domain name on March 22, 2016 and updated it on April 22, 2016. They need to renew it by March 22, 2017 or someone else will be able to get that domain name.

On June 17, 2016, a pro-government security group called ThreatConnect stated that the person who registered this domain used the name Frank Merdeux. ThreatConnect did not mention and did not seem to be aware of the EFF connection we described above or the Ukrainian connection we describe below. Here is a quote from the June 17 Threat Connect report:
"In reviewing the Domain Whois information reveals that the domain was registered on March 22, 2016 by frank_merdeux@europe[.]com. Farsight lists the earliest domain use as March 24, 2016. On April 24th, 2016 the domain misdepattment[.]com moved from the parking IP Address 5.135.183[.]154 to the FANCY BEAR Command and Control IP Address 45.32.129[.]185 where it remains resolved at the time of this writing. The domain misdepattment[.]com closely resembles the legitimate domain for misdepartment.com. Of note, MIS Department Inc. is a technology services provider that lists a variety of clients on its website, one of which is the DNC."
https://www.threatconnect.com/blog/tapping-into-democratic-national-committee/

Put in plain English, this domain name was supposedly not activated on the Internet until March 24, 2016 when it was moved from the IP address 5.135.183.154 to the IP address 45.32.129.185. But in fact, it was used in a hacking attack on March 22, 2016. This two day gap has never been explained. Nevertheless, here is who controls these two “Fancy Bear” IP addresses: http://whatismyipaddress.com/ip-lookup

5.135.183.154 links to a clean server located in France with no apparent purpose. The domain name is similar to the IP address: ip-5-135-183.154.eu. The person and address that owns this domain name according to WHO IS was not disclosed.

45.32.129.185 links to a corporate server in San Jose CA 95113. The organization is called Choopa LLC. Their domain name for this server is vultr.com. This group appears to have several servers and several IP addresses as they use each IP address as a sub domain of their primary domain.
A WHO IS look up of this domain name revealed the following ownership information:
Server Name: VULTR.COM.PROMEDICALEBOOKS.COM
IP Address: 45.32.60.43
Registrar: GODADDY.COM, LLC
Domain Name: VULTR.COM
Name Server: NS1.CHOOPA.COM
Updated Date: 04-sep-2015
Creation Date: 06-oct-2008
Expiration Date: 06-oct-2020

Put in plain English, this domain name was created in 2008 and is paid until 2020. It is registered with a US corporation called GoDaddy which has servers located in Arizona. Given the broad powers given to the FBI over US corporate servers, it is highly unlikely that Russians would use US servers either to register their domain names or as a host location for their servers. Like much of the evidence we provide in this report, this evidence has never been disclosed to the public.

Go to https://www.vultr.com/ and you will see that they claim to be a web host with servers in 15 cities around the world. Choopa.com is a web host located in New Jersey with branches in LA, Amsterdam & Toyko.

45.32.60.43 is another of several servers owned by Choopra LLC. But this server is in Tokyo.
Promedicalebooks.com is not an active domain name. However, a WHO IS lookup reveals the following ownership:
Domain Name: PROMEDICALEBOOKS.COM
Registrar: GODADDY.COM, LLC
Name Server: NS1.VULTR.COM
Updated Date: 17-aug-2016
Creation Date: 22-jun-2016
Expiration Date: 22-jun-2017

The June 22 2016 creation date cannot possibly be true as it was active since at least March 2016. Perhaps it had lapsed and was renewed in June 2016 which would reset the clock. Clearly whoever these people are, they like GoDaddy. But there is no need for real web hosts to use GoDaddy since most web hosts are their own domain registrars. So this seems odd. In any case, since US laws extend to all US corporations, Russian hackers are not only unlikely to use servers located in the US, they are unlikely to use servers owned by any US corporation.

March 22, 2016: Billy Takes the Bait (so did Podesta)

On the same day that Fancy Bear registered the misleading domain name, William “Billy” Rhinehart, a regional field director at the Democratic National Committee, received an email from Google warning him that someone tried to access his account and that he should immediately change his password. He complied. Unfortunately for Mr. Rhinehart, it wasn’t Google who sent him that email. He, along with many others, were a victim of Fancy Bear.

The Smoking Gun (TSG) was able to obtain the original spear phishing email directly from Billy Rhinehart and shared it with ThreatConnect, who posted this screenshot of the email’s headers and identified the actual sender of the email as a Russian domain: hi.mymail@yandex.com.
While the above screen shot seems to implicate Russian hackers, in fact it really implicates American hackers trying hard to fool people into thinking that the DNC was hacked by Russians.

A skeptical security consultant named Jeffrey Carr has written a detailed analysis of this email address. [https://medium.com/@jeffreycarr](https://medium.com/@jeffreycarr)

Here is a quote from his analysis:

“What's Wrong With This Picture? Yandex is the Google of Russia. Like Google, Yandex is a search engine, and, like Gmail, Yandex's users can open a free email account. When you visit Yandex.ru and create a new email account, the email assigned to you has the .ru domain. However, hi.mymail@yandex.com has a .com domain. So how does our presumed Russian intelligence operative get his Yandex.com email address? He has to click on the Yandex.com link from the Yandex.ru homepage."

Alternately, if your Russian is not that good, you can just do a Google Search and go to the following link which is conveniently written in English to get your Yandex.com free page: [https://passport.yandex.com/registration?mode=register](https://passport.yandex.com/registration?mode=register)
Here is the rest of the quote from Jeffrey Carr:

“Everything, including the CAPTCHA, will be in English. The point that I'm trying to make is that if anyone in Russia wanted to spear phish employees of the DNC, then creating a @yandex.com email address instead of a @yandex.ru email address is not only unnecessary extra effort but it makes absolutely no sense. **However, you know what does make sense? That the person who opened the account DOESN'T SPEAK RUSSIAN!** He went with Yandex.com because all analysis stops with merely the name of a Russian company, a Russian IP address, or a Russian-made piece of malware. To even argue that a Russian intelligence officer let alone a paranoid Russian mercenary hacker would prefer a Yandex.com email to a Yandex.ru email is mind-numbingly batshit insane. I have no idea who created hi.mymail@yandex.com to spear phish Billy Rhinehart, but I bet you $100 that he wasn't Russian.”

The Yandex.com screen shot is strong evidence that the DNC hack was not from a Russian but from a not very bright American pretending to be a Russian. This is only one of at least 20 indicators that the DNC email scam was not carried out by Russians or at the very least that Fancy Bear was not a Russian. The fact that this evidence was completely ignored by so-called security experts at Crowdstrike and elsewhere appears to be evidence of a deliberate plan to deceive the American people as to the real source of Fancy Bear and Cozy Bear. But let's get back to our Timeline because there is more – a lot more.

**March 22, 2016: Fancy Bear used a Ukrainian Server in their Email Attack**

On March 22, 2016, Fancy Bear sent out thousands of fake Google Email Notices to all kinds of people, including members of the DNC including John Podesta (whose 60,000 emails were later published by Wikileaks). Here is a copy of this hacking email as published in the New York Times:
Note that the IP address of the person who supposedly used the password to the Gmail account is located in Ukraine. IP 134.249.139.239 is a broadband server in Ukraine. This may not seem to be important because the IP is open to easy access. But the fact that the IP address is in Ukraine is significant. Why would the Russians want to run an email campaign using a Ukrainian IP address? This does not make any sense.

John Podesta clicked on this link and thought he was resetting his password. In fact, he was sending the password to Fancy Bear because the link redirecting him to a form that may have looked like a Google Password reset form but was in fact a fake form. Here is a 2012 NSA document provided by Edward Snowden in 2013 confirming that the NSA uses a nearly identical strategy to gain access to a person’s email account.
April 2016: Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear settle in to their new DNC Home.
Cozy Bear has been hacking the DNC in real time since September 2015. Fancy Bear joined in the feast on March 22, 2016. Both had unlimited access to data until May 1.

May 1, 2016: Crowdstrike kicks Cozy Bear & Fancy Bear Out of DNC Server
The FBI (again) notified the DNC that their network had been hacked. This time, the DNC finally believes the FBI and calls in Crowdstrike, who locate two intrusions and reset the DNC system. Until this time, the hackers were able to read all DNC email and chats. After about two hours of work, Crowd Strike found “two sophisticated adversaries” on the DNC network. The two groups were “APT 28” (Fancy Bear) and “APT 29.” (Cozy Bear)

May 2016: Crowdstrike issues report – but does not release it to the public.
Crowdstrike issued their first report but never released it to the public. I spent a great deal of time looking for this report and if anyone has it, I am hoping you will email it to me.

Our Comments on the DNC Hack
There appears to have been some sort of effort to hide the DNC hack from the public perhaps because Clinton had not yet secured the Democratic Party nomination and they worried that yet another email scandal may have further harmed her reputation. This is the only reason I can think of to explain why the FBI failed to examine the DNC servers (something we learned on January 5, 2017). But this still does not explain the actions of the DNC or FBI. As we noted early, hacking the DNC server was a major crime. So why did the DNC call Crowdstrike instead of the FBI? When a crime is committed, you call the police. You do not call some consulting firm to clean up the crime scene before the police arrive because there is the danger that the consultants will destroy important evidence. The FBI should have gone in and taken charge on Day 1.

However, the wheels were about to fall off the DNC bus. At some point, someone gave some information to Wikileaks and they were about to go public with it. It also appears that more than one group hacked the DNC and stole their documents. But another strange thing was about to happen. An entire group of people are about to start blaming the Russians for these hacks. Perhaps this mistake was made because the Russians had falsely been accused of being Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear in the past. But it would not have taken much research to realize that there was more evidence pointing to the NSA than there was pointing to Russia.

So it seems more likely that whoever was behind this massive propaganda campaign did not want to know the truth. Somehow, it served their purpose to have Americans hating Russia. Apparently, this group was so arrogant that they felt they could keep the truth hidden forever. But the truth is a powerful weapon. It will eventually come out either through the evidence presented in this report – or some future leak or hack. When it does, the American people will once again realize they are being lied to by their own government. Hopefully, then, the people will finally vote for real political change.

Now back to the timeline because there is a lot more evidence in the coming pages that Russia was not responsible for the DNC hack. The hack may be over. But the spin is about to begin.
Part 3 Summer of Spin...The DNC Hack: June to August 2016

June 03 2016: WikiLeaks creates an insurance file which includes the DNC hack. This seems to indicate that Wikileaks had at least some data by June 3 2016. However, Wikileaks later said that there were two separate leaks from two separate sources. It appears that at least one of the leaks was not until July 2016.

June 12 2016: Wikileaks Announces Clinton Data Release is Imminent
At 5:59 pm, Julian Assange announces that they have documents relating to Hillary Clinton which are pending publication and that it would be “enough evidence” to indict her. This appears to be the first public announcement about the DNC leak and/or hack. But he did not reference the DNC... Just the Clinton email private server scandal. He had already posted 32,000 emails from the Clinton private server. He did state that there were more leaked emails to come. Perhaps he did not want to mention the DNC because the DNC hack was not yet public and he wanted to protect his source(s).


Here is a quote from the June 12, 2016 article:
“Julian Assange, founder of Wikileaks, said on Sunday that the journalist organization is planning to release upcoming leaks in relation to US presidential hopeful Hillary Clinton. Speaking to Peston on Sunday, Mr Assange said Wikileads has further information relating to claims circulating since 2015 that Clinton had in the past used her family's private email server for official communications.”

June 12 2016: According to Guccifer 2.0, the DNC resets their network, kicking “him” out of it on this date. But he does not go public until after the Washington Post story three days later. There are several reasons to conclude that this claim by Guccifer is false and that if he ever had access to the DNC, that access ended on May 1 2016.
June 14, 2016: CIA backed Washington Post Breaks DNC Hack to the Public

Apparently in response to the June 12 2016 Wikileaks announcement, the DNC decided to go public with a story posted by their friends at the Washington Post. On June 14th, the Washington Post revealed that “Russian government hackers” had penetrated the computer network of the Democratic National Committee.

June 14, 2016: Crowdstrike releases DNC Hack Report

Three hours later, CrowdStrike issued a report called Bears in the Midst outlining some of the details and IP addresses of both attacks. While referring to their previous report in May, they did not provide a link to it. Dmitri Alperovitch stated: “CrowdStrike stands fully by its analysis and findings identifying two separate Russian intelligence-affiliated adversaries present in the DNC network in May 2016.” Of course, if he is so confident in his previous report, then why didn’t he link to the May report so we can all read it?

On June 14, 2016, Crowdstrike issues a report called “Bears in the Midst” accusing Russia of being Fancy Bear and Cozy Bear.

The accusation is based on a few easily faked “Russian time stamps” & Russian words That are conveniently included in the hacking code by Fancy Bear and Cozy Bear.

The main person making this claim of Fancy Bear and Cozy Bear attacking the DNC and being Russian is Dmitri Alperovitch who is one of the founders of Crowdstrike. Crowdstrike rose to the national spotlight in June 2016 because they were handpicked by the DNC to investigate who hacked the DNC servers. Dimitri concluded that not just one but two Russian groups called Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear hacked the DNC. Dimitri “evidence” was finding a malware program called Duke (also known as Cozy Duke) was used in the attack. Dmitri then claimed that Cozy Duke aka Fancy Duke were “known” Russian hacking programs (based on the 2015 F Secure Time stamp assumption).

Dmitri Alperovitch, 32
The cofounder of the security company CrowdStrike wants to help cyberattack victims strike back.

But in order to evaluate whether Crowdstrike is a trustworthy source, we should follow the money. It turns out that Crowdstrike got $100 million in funding from Google who in turn gets hundreds of millions in funding indirectly from the US military. 
https://techcrunch.com/2015/07/13/security-company-crowdstrike-scores-100m-led-by-google-capital/
If you are not yet aware of the close relationships between Google, Facebook, the CIA, DARPA and the NSA, you might want to watch this 53 minute documentary.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5WNkDfxTPbI

As for Crowdstrike, it is not the only fake security firm paid hundreds of millions of dollars to do the dirty work of the US military. There are more than 100 other consultants who would just as gladly point the finger at Russia – especially if it meant getting a one hundred million dollar payoff.

In addition Crowdstrike was the group that made the claim that the Sony Hackers were from North Koreans who “stole administrator credentials” when in fact it turned out to be a disgruntled Sony employee who already had administrator credentials. For those who may not remember, in 2014, Sony was attacked using a malware that prevented them from even turning on their computers.

Here is a December 14, 2014 quote from Dimitri expressing confidence that he knows beyond any shadow of a doubt that the hackers must be North Korean:

“The co-founder of CrowdStrike, a security firm that focuses heavily on identifying attribution and actors behind major cybercrime attacks, said his firm has a “very high degree of confidence that the FBI is correct in” attributing the attack against Sony Pictures to North Korean hackers, and that CrowdStrike came to this conclusion independently long before the FBI came out with its announcement last week.

“We have a high-confidence that this is a North Korean operator based on the profiles seen dating back to 2006, including prior espionage against the South Korean and U.S. government and military institutions,” said Dmitri Alperovitch, chief technology officer and co-founder at CrowdStrike.”
https://krebsonsecurity.com/2014/12/the-case-for-n-koreas-role-in-sony-hack/

Other cyber security experts almost immediately began poking holes in Dmitri’s claim that it was North Korea. Here are some quotes:

“Skeptics note that the few malware samples they have studied indicate the hackers routed their attack through computers all over the world. One of those computers, in Bolivia, had been used by the same group to hack targets in South Korea. But that computer, as well as others in Poland, Italy, Thailand, Singapore, Cyprus and the United States, were all freely available to anyone to use, which opens the list of suspects to anyone with an Internet connection and basic hacking skills. (Also) the attackers used commercial software wiping tools that could have been purchased by anyone.
They also point out that whoever attacked Sony had a keen understanding of its computer systems — the names of company servers and passwords were all hard-coded into the malware — suggesting the hackers were inside Sony before they launched their attack. Or it could even have been an inside job... The simpler explanation is that it was an angry “insider,” Mr. Rogers wrote. “Combine that with the details of several layoffs that Sony was planning, and you don’t have to stretch the imagination too far to consider that a disgruntled Sony employee might be at the heart of it all.”

https://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/12/24/new-study-adds-to-skepticism-among-security-experts-that-north-korea-was-behind-sony-hack/?_r=0

The initial communication from the hacker(s) was about employee grievances due to Sony's restructuring and layoff plan. Here is a quote from a December 24, 2015 CNN article:

“Upon closer examination, security experts, hackers and people familiar with Sony's computer networks are uniting with this disheartening reality: Anyone could have pulled this off. It could have been a disgruntled Sony employee, profit-seeking hackers, North Korea -- or a combination of the three... this hack actually started as an extortion attempt on Nov. 21 when Sony executives got emails saying: "The compensation for it, monetary compensation we want."


So given that Dimitri was so wrong about the Sony hack, why would the DNC hire him to investigate the DNC hack? And why would anyone believe anything Dimitri has to say? We will reveal more about Crowdstrike as we go along.

Details of the June 15 Crowdstrike Report:
According to CrowdStrike, the COZY BEAR hack in 2015 relied on the SeaDaddy implant while the FANCY BEAR hack in 2016 used X-Agent malware. SeaDaddy was discussed in the 2015 F Secure report. It is associated with Cozy Bear. X Agent is more of a problem. We will review it when we get to December 2016 and the false claim made by Crowdstrike that X Agent was used by Russia to target Ukrainian troops via Android phones. But for now, let’s stay focused on the June 15th report.

Here are the IP addresses Crowdstrike associated with Cozy Bear:
185.100.84.134 is a Romanian broadband server.
58.49.58.58 is a Chinese broadband server.
218.1.98.203 is another Chinese broadband server.
187.33.33.8 is a Brazil broadband server.

Here are the IP addresses Crowdstrike associated with Fancy Bear:
185.86.148.227 is a clean Swedish server that has no listed purpose.
45.32.129.185 is another server from our Choopa LLC friends in San Jose CA.
23.227.196.217 is a corporate server associated with Swiftway Communications located in that hot bed of commies otherwise known as Wilmington Delaware. They are an Internet Service Provider (ISP) in business since 2005 and they have servers in the US, Europe and Asia with customers in over 90 countries around the world. One of their customers seems to be Fancy Bear. Their website is: http://www.swiftway.net/
I could not find anything connecting any of the above servers to Russia. Broadband servers are not evidence of anything. And servers in the US are strong evidence that the hackers are NOT Russians. I do not question these IP addresses being associated with Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear. But I do question these IP addresses somehow being connected to Russian Hackers.

June 15, 2016: Guccifer 2 surfaces and claims to be the lone DNC Hacker

GUCCIFER 2.0 posted a Wordpress blog titled “DNC’s servers hacked by a lone hacker.” This online persona claimed to have given “thousands of files and mails” to Wikileaks, while mocking Crowdstrike. He claimed to be Romania but could not speak Romanian. He uses the “))” smiley emoticon used by those using a Cyrillic keyboard. The metadata for the documents that Guccifer 2.0’s posts is taken from the founder of the Soviet Union’s secret police. He therefore seems to be some kind of plant. He is working for someone. But it is impossible to tell who as he is a pretty bad actor and makes several basic mistakes. For example, he posted a Word document that had the name of a famous Russian in the properties section of the document – thus leading reporters to conclude that he was Russian. But Guccifer could just as easily been the NSA posing as a Romanian but really intended to be exposed as a Russian. Moreover setting up a website for folks to download documents and being interviewed by the press is not exactly how most hackers work. Guccifer may have hacked the DNC and gotten a bunch of files. Security at the DNC was so lax that a teenager could have hacked them. But based on his statements and actions, I do not think Guccifer 2 is Russian or NSA or Cozy Bear or Fancy Bear. We will not spend much more time on Guccifer for this reason. Also, there are several facts that are much more relevant that we do want to cover – such as who is Fancy Bear and who is Cozy Bear.

June 17, 2016: German Hack Smoking Gun turns out to be Smoke & Mirrors

Another member of the NSA club called Threat Connect issued a brief report on Crowdstrike IP addresses called Fancy Bears and Where to Find Them https://www.threatconnect.com/blog/tapping-into-democratic-national-committee/

This report appeared to provide a “smoking gun” confirming that Fancy Bear was Russian. But like all of the other smoking guns, even a little research reveals it was all smoke and mirrors. In their June 15 2016 report, Crowdstrike claimed that the IP address 176.31.112.10 is controlled and/or used by Fancy Bear as it was hard coded into the malware and was involved in the Fancy Bear attack in Germany in 2015. As this is the main evidence that the DNC March 22 2016 attack was from Fancy Bear, we need to also look at the Germany attack for evidence of Russian hackers.

First is a quote from a Crowdstrike Cheerleader named Thomas Rid:
“One of the strongest pieces of evidence linking GRU to the DNC hack is the equivalent of identical fingerprints found in two burglarized buildings: a reused command-and-control address—176.31.112.[.]10—that was hard coded in a piece of malware found both in the German parliament as well as on the DNC’s servers. Russian military intelligence was identified by the German domestic security agency BfV as the actor responsible for the Bundestag breach. The infrastructure behind the fake MIS Department domain was also linked to the Berlin intrusion through at least one other element, a shared SSL certificate.” http://motherboard.vice.com/read/all-signs-point-to-russia-being-behind-the-dnc-hack
It sounds like an open and shut case, doesn’t it? There is only one problem. Almost every sentence in the above paragraph is false (kind of like the Vermont Power Grid story was false). But don’t take it from me. Here is a quote from security consultant Jeffrey Carr:

“Problem #1: The IP address 176.31.112[.]10 used in the Bundestag breach as a Command and Control server has never been connected to the Russian intelligence services. In fact, Claudio Guarnieri, a highly regarded security researcher, whose technical analysis was referenced by Rid, stated that “no evidence allows to tie the attacks to governments of any particular country.”

Problem #2: The Command & Control server (176.31.112.10) was using an outdated version of OpenSSL vulnerable to Heartbleed attacks. Heartbleed allows attackers to steal data including private keys, usernames, passwords and other sensitive information. The existence of a known security vulnerability that’s trivial to exploit opens the door to the possibility that the systems were used by one rogue group, and then infiltrated by a second rogue group, making attribution even more complicated.

Problem #3: The BfV published a newsletter in January 2016 which assumes that the GRU and FSB are responsible because of technical indicators, not because of any classified finding; to wit: “It is assumed that both the Russian domestic intelligence service FSB and the military foreign intelligence service GRU run cyber operations.”

https://medium.com/@jeffreycarr/can-facts-slow-the-dnc-breach-runaway-train-lets-try-14040ac68a55#.9o758bkf5

But don’t take Jeffrey's word for it. Let's go to the source. This is the source document for the May 20 2015 German hack that was reported on June 19 2015 which thankfully was printed in English as my German is a little rusty. .

Here is a quote from the report: “Attributes of one of the artifacts and intelligence gathered on the infrastructure operated by the attackers suggest that the attack was perpetrated by a state-sponsored group known as APT28. Previous work published by security vendor FireEye in October 2014 suggests the group might be of Russian origin.” So the author relies on the Fire Eye conclusion that APT 28 is Russian which in turn was based on the F Secure Report which in turn was based on easily changed time stamps.

But it may be that the hacker of the German server was not Russian or American because the hacker made a very basic mistake. Here is the quote: “The Command & Control server (176.31.112.10) appears to be using an outdated version of OpenSSL and be vulnerable to Heartbleed attacks. The same C&C server might have been the subject of 3rd-party attacks due to this vulnerability.”

Here is one more quote from the German report:
“(German hack) Artifact #2 was compiled by the authors on April 22nd 2015, which suggests that the compromise may only have lasted a couple of weeks...Previous work by security vendor FireEye suggests the group might be of Russian origin, however no evidence allows us to tie the attacks to governments of any particular country.”
One important final quote: “The address, 176.31.112.10, is a dedicated server provided by the French OVH hosting company, but is apparently operated by an offshore secure hosting company called CrookServers.com and seemingly located in Pakistan. By researching historical data relevant to C&C 176.31.112.10, we discovered that on February 16th 2015, the server was sharing an SSL certificate with another IP address allocated to CrookServers and also hosted at OVH: 213.251.187.145“.

Our Comments on the German Hack Smoking Gun
Whether there was a third party attack or not, using an outdated version of Open SSL with a very widely publicized vulnerability that could destroy the whole apple cart seems like something that only a teenager wannabe hacker would do – not Russian hackers and not NSA hackers. The program was compiled just before the May 2015 hack. This seems to indicate that it was some kid that got hold of a program not even realizing that it suffered from the Heartbleed problem. Moreover, there seems to be little motive for Russia to hack the server of a left leaning political party in Germany. Finally, there is no way Russian hackers are going to be using servers in Pakistan by a hosting company called Crook Servers. The only hackers I know that are that arrogant are the NSA Equation Group. I could see the NSA hacking the German server due to their motto to “hack everything.” But there is no way that the Equation group would overlook the Heartbleed problem. So my conclusion is that the German hacker was not even Fancy Bear. It was simply some teenager out for a joy ride. And the smoking gun? It was more like smoke and mirrors.

July 7, 2016: Threat Connect Proves they have no idea what they are talking about
Threat Connect posted a short blog trying to explain the significance of Named Servers being associated with the Russian Hackers. Sadly, during their explanation, they incorrectly claiming that Godaddy uses named servers called GoDaddy. Here is a quote: “For example, if five domains are registered through GoDaddy, all five of those domains by default will use GoDaddy name servers like NS1.GODADDY[.]COM and NS2.GODADDY[.]COM.”
https://www.threatconnect.com/blog/whats-in-a-name-server/

There are two problems with this claim. First, their example is factually wrong. In fact, Godaddy named servers are not under the name Godaddy. They are under the name Domain Control. As the millions of people who have GoDaddy accounts know, their named servers use the names ns38.domaincontrol.com, ns39.domaincontrol.com, etc. It does not inspire much confidence when these so-called security experts do not even know the names of the world’s most over-crowded servers.

Second, Russian Hackers would never use GoDaddy servers because they are located in the US with a US corporation under draconian US laws. Russian hackers also would not use servers located in Russia. But there are many European countries with strong privacy laws were Russian hackers would be least likely to be caught or disturbed. Switzerland comes to mind as a good place to have one’s data if one did not want to be shut down by the FBI and the NSA.
July 10, 2016: DNC staffer Seth Rich killed in Washington DC
At 4:19 am. Seth Rich, the Voter Expansion Data Director for the DNC was shot twice in the back and killed in a Washington DC suburb. His girlfriend stated “"There had been a struggle. His hands were bruised, his knees are bruised, his face is bruised, and yet he had two shots to his back, and yet they never took anything." Some claimed that Seth Rich was the source of the DNC leak to Wikileaks and that he was shot for betraying the Democratic Party leaders. [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder_of_Seth_Rich](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder_of_Seth_Rich)

July 22, 2016: Wikileaks published DNC Leak Documents
Just before the Democratic National Convention, Wikileaks published more than 19,000 DNC emails with more than 8,000 attachments confirming that the DNC had colluded with the Clinton campaign to block Bernie Sanders from the nomination. Many Sanders supporters at the convention walked out in protest. This same day, Guccifer 2.0 claims they gave the files to WikiLeaks, four hours later WikiLeaks says that anyone claiming to know who their source is “has no credibility.”

July 24 2016: Wikileaks issues Tweet Implying Source is an Insider
WikiLeaks says their sources do not set the date for releases and that they have more DNC documents coming. Another tweet implies their source may have been an insider.

A later tweet indicated it was an inside job or a leak – not a hack.
July 24, 2016: Debbie Wasserman Schultz, chair of Democratic National Committee, resigned from the DNC and was immediately hired by Clinton.

July 25, 2016: During an exclusive interview with Democracy Now!, Julian Assange, Editor in Chief of the anti-secrecy website WikiLeaks, said that “no one knows WikiLeaks sources. Claiming one source or another is simply speculation.”

July 30, 2016: The Russian Government FSB reports, through RT, that over twenty high profile Russian organizations and government agencies have been hacked by sophisticated malware to give an example that it is not just organizations in the US that are hacked.

July 31, 2016: Former NSA Lead Administrator, William Binney says the Hack was not done by Russians but by the NSA

On a New York Radio Show, the person who knows more about the power of the NSA than almost anyone in America, former head spy, William Binney explained why the hack was much more likely to be done by the NSA than by the Russians. William Binney worked for NSA for 36 years, retiring in 2001 as the technical director of world military and geopolitical analysis and reporting; he created many of the collection systems still used by NS

During the radio program, Binney specifically referred to the fact that the network server log keeps a record of every IP address that contacts every server. It is these server logs that could provide important clues as to who the hackers really are. But they have never been released.

“William Binney threw his hat into the DNC hack ring by stating that the Democratic National Committee’s server was not hacked by Russia but by a disgruntled US. intelligence worker…concern over Hillary Clinton’s disregard of national security secrets when she used a personal email and consistently lied about it. Binney also proclaimed that the NSA has all of Clinton’s deleted emails, and the FBI could gain access to them if they so wished.”
August 10, 2016: Wikileaks offers $20,000 reward for help in finding Seth Rich killer

They issued the following statement: “We treat threats towards any suspected WikiLeaks sources with extreme gravity. This should not be taken to imply that Seth Rich was a source to WikiLeaks or that his murder is connected to our publications.” Later that same day, Wikileaks leader Julian Assange appeared on Dutch television and stated "Whistle-blowers go to significant efforts to get us material and often very significant risks. As a 27-year-old, works for the DNC, was shot in the back, murdered just a few weeks ago for unknown reasons as he was walking down the street in Washington." When the interviewer protested that the murder may have been a robbery, Assange replied “"No. There is no finding. So… I’m suggesting that our sources take risks." Here is a link to the interview. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kp7FkLBRpKg

Despite the Wikileaks reward, the Seth Rich murder case has never been solved and remains open today.
September 15, 2016 Server Company Provides Analysis of Hacker Locations

While nearly all of the servers claimed to be involved in the Russian Hacking attacks were not in Russia and have failed to provide any analysis from their server logs (I really wonder why this is because all servers have server logs), one Russian company that was caught up in the cyber attack did take the time to analyze their logs and issue a press release with their findings. Since this is what every server company should have done, I will quote from an English translation of their press release which was written in Russian. This company has since been attacked as being owned by Russian criminals and I want to make it clear that I have no way of verifying their report. I am simply quoting them to show the public what could be done if a server company wanted to help us discover the truth – namely they should all publish their logs. Also I am certain that the FBI can get a warrant for all logs of all servers in the US. The fact that the FBI has not done this (or has not released information about the logs if they have done this) is a strong indication that the FBI is not really interested in providing the public with additional information about the locations of communications from the hackers to the servers. Here is the source document which will be translated for you if you visit the page with a Chrome Browser.

https://chronopay.com/blog/2016/09/15/chronopay-pomogaet-king-servers-com/

Here is an edited version of their press release (I edited to make it shorter by eliminating text that was not related to the server logs. I also **bolded the important parts**):

"King Servers (https://www.king-servers.com), which owns servers from which the hacker allegedly performed attacks on the United States Democratic Party, states the absence of any «Russian trace» in this cybercrime nor its own involvement...King Servers, owned indeed by Russian nationals, provides VPS and VDS rental services of the equipment, **physically located in the Netherlands**. Earlier, after the FBI alert (https://s.yimg.com/dh/ap/politics/images/boe_flash_aug_2016_final.pdf) and analysis from Threat Connect (https://threatconnect.com/blog/state-board-election-rabbit-hole/), the world's leading media were spreading information about the discovery of the so-called «Russian trace» in the attacks on the United States democratic party in Illinois. The «Russian trace» was mostly presented as the use of King Servers services, stating that the company belongs to Russian citizens. As of September 15, neither King Servers received any complaints or appeals for any server misuse or abuse, nor any public authority did any attempts for servers withdrawal. Due to that King Servers found out about the issue related to that attack only on September 15, at 7 am Moscow time, and **immediately shut down identified servers**.

The analysis of the internal data allows King Services to confidently refute any conclusions about the involvement of the Russian special services in this attack. Attackers rented two servers using probably fabricated personal and identification data. After the attack servers were wiped out. However, **King Servers maintains logs of accessing administrative control panel. After log analysis, King Servers obtained a list of about 60 of all possible IP addresses of «hackers», none of which belongs to any Russian ip range. Attackers were logging into administrative control panel mainly from Scandinavian countries (Norway, Sweden) and from the European Union (Italy).**
Payment for servers were done through semi-anonymous Russian payment system, albeit very well-known in Russia for virtually open collaboration with US security agencies at least since 2011, when American security experts close to the state intelligence and counterintelligence agencies in the United States. With high probability, attacker’s servers were controlled by one person, since there are lots of IP matches between two accounts...King Servers retained all the investigation materials, copies of server log files and correspondence and is ready to provide them to any interested party, law enforcement agencies or media, in accordance with the law.

Many people have asked me what evidence it would take to convince me that Russian government agents did hack the DNC. One of the things it would take would be a pattern of evidence linking the “call home” servers to IP addresses that eventually linked in a chain back to Russia. Note above that they were able to isolate the accounts and ID every single transaction just like a bank can trace a financial transaction. They then provided some useful information – that the hackers were logging in from servers mainly in Norway, Sweden and Italy. I realize that this does not mean that the hackers were actually in any of these countries. But we can go to the servers in those countries and eventually trace the hacker back to their source servers.

I am not saying this would be easy. But I am certain that the NSA has this capability. The American people deserve much better then the nonsense and BS we have been given by the US intelligence agencies. What I am asking for is exactly what William Binney and Edward Snowden are asking for. Real hard evidence. It is a complete lie that providing this evidence would compromise either sources or methods. Server logs are an open book. Why haven’t we been given the server logs of the Fancy Bear servers in San Jose California??? Either give us the logs or stop making these unproven accusations.

October 7 2016: US issues Press Release Blaming Russia for DNC Hack

James Clapper, the person who lied to Congress in March 2013 about the NSA Mass Surveillance Program, issued a press release blaming Russia for hacking the DNC. Once again, there was not one shred of actual evidence. Just a series of unsupported allegations. This is ridiculous.

October to November 2016: Over the course of a month, Wikileaks publishes more than 58,000 emails hacked from the Gmail account of John Podesta.

John Podesta was Clinton’s campaign manager. Many are highly incriminating and cast Clinton in a very bad light. Apparently all of the Podesta emails are true.
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/

November 2 2016: Wikileaks says Russia is not the source

Wikileaks has repeatedly refused to name any of their sources. However, on November 3 2016, Julian Assange told a reporter John Pilger “We can say that the Russian government is not the source.”
http://theduran.com/julian-assange-is-on-the-record-we-can-say-that-the-russian-government-is-not-the-source/
November 8 2016: Media claims odds of Hillary winning as high as 90%.

But in a surprise (at least to the main stream media), Trump wins. Clinton was predicted to win Pennsylvania, Michigan and Wisconsin. She lost all of these Rust Belt states and several other states she was supposed to win. A fact rarely reported in the media is that folks in the rust belt states reported voting for Trump because he promised to get their jobs back while Clinton largely ignored the unemployment problem by falsely claiming their had been an economic recovery. It is not likely that the email scandal played more than a minor role in these Rust Belt states. Americans are not going to vote for Trump just because Putin wants them to. They voted for Trump because they thought he would help them get their jobs back. Here is the prediction from one news source on the day of the election predicting a Clinton win.

Clinton blamed the loss on Russian Hackers interfering with the election.
November 24, 2016 The Washington Post issued a story claiming that Russian propaganda help spread fake news through a list of 200 fake news websites.

CIA backed WaPo linking to a list by an anonymous group called Propornot – a group which was later confirmed to be associated with the US military. Some of the news websites on the list threatened to sue the Washington Post which amended the article on December 7 2016 by stating that they could not vouch for the credibility of the list. https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/russian-propaganda-effort-helped-spread-fake-news-during-election-experts-say/2016/11/24/793903b6-8a40-4ca9-b712-716af66098fe_story.html?utm_term=.52946c5d5643

November 30 2016: Congress passed bill authorizing Ministry of Truth for 2017

Congress approved a measure within the National Defense Authorization Act for US State Department to act against propaganda with. The legislation authorized funding of $160 million over a two-year-period. While some claimed that the bill was a response to Russian hacking, the bill appears to have first been written in March 2016.

December 9, 2016: President Obama ordered US Intelligence Agencies to conduct an investigation into Russia’s attempts to influence the 2016 US. election — and provide a report before he leaves office on January 20, 2017.

December 14 2016: Craig Murray, one of their leaders of Wikileaks said that their source was not a Russian but rather a “disgusted Democratic party insider.”

Here is a quote from the Wikileaks Daily Mail article: ‘Neither of [the leaks] came from the Russians,’ Murray said. ‘The source had legal access to the information. The documents came from inside leaks, not hacks. The leakers were motivated by ‘disgust at the corruption of the Clinton Foundation and the tilting of the primary election playing field against Bernie Sanders.”

December 16 2016: Digital Fingerprints Turn Out to be Paw Prints

US intelligence officials say that newly identified “digital fingerprints” indicate Moscow was behind the DNC hacks. The administration traced the hack to the specific keyboards -- which featured Cyrillic characters -- that were used to construct the malware code.
Apparently, the experts forgot that the NSA undoubtedly has Cyrillic Keyboards and uses them whenever they want to fool folks into thinking they are Russians. Meanwhile, Russians are most likely to be using American key boards.

Cyber Security Analyst Justin Harvey claimed that the hack “called home to Russia and had a Russian signature.” (Justin never bothered to provide the IP addresses confirming that the hackers called Russia – everything we have seen so far is hacks calling servers in countries friendly to the US). But back to Justin “It was written in Moscow's time zone and seemed to have gaps on Russian holidays. “We saw the Cyrillic alphabet being used.” The beacon transmitted the hacked information to an IP address overseas that had been used in other Russian attacks. (an apparent reference to the Pakistan Crook Servers we debunked earlier. Justin Harvey has written several reports going back to June 2016 all of which agreed with Dimitri at Crowdstrike and one of which made the Godaddy server error. His background is with Fidelis, FireEye and Mandiant – all part of the NSA cyber network cheer leading for Crowdstrike).

Harvey said, the clearest evidence was the IP address that that malicious software used to phone home. “It was an IP address that had been previously seen in other Russian-attributed attacks, including the German parliament, the Bundestag, they encountered a breach last year with the same malware, the same IP address, and then also attributed to the Russians”. (Another reference to the Pakistan Crook Servers we debunked earlier. Of course, no one would ever believe Justin if he explained that the server being used was in Pakistan and run by a group called Crook Servers.)

December 22, 2016: Smoking Gun Alert…Dimitri, Crowdstrike & Ukraine

Dimitri issued another fake report, this time claiming that Fancy Bear Russian Hackers who attacked the DNC had also used a Android App to infect Ukrainian military cell phones to target and kill them. Dimitri was actually interviewed by the PBS News Hour and NBC News about this. As we noted earlier, Dimitri is with the Atlantic Council. Here is a quote from another article about the hawkish nature of the Atlantic Council: “The Atlantic Council is funded in part by the US State Department, NATO, the governments of Latvia and Lithuania, the Ukrainian World Congress, and the Ukrainian oligarch Victor Pinchuk—has been among the loudest voices calling for a new Cold War with Russia. As I pointed out in the pages of The Nation in November, the Atlantic Council has spent the past several years producing some of the most virulent specimens of the new Cold War propaganda.” https://www.thenation.com/article/is-skepticism-treason/

Once again, it turns out that Dimitri’s claims are not just not supported, they have been proven to be false. The guy who actually made the Android App called the Crowdstrike report “delusional” noting that if the App was infected it would easily have been spotted. A technical advisor to the Ukrainian military then tracked down the Ukrainian units that used the App and found that they “reported no losses” - thus completely contradicting the claims made by Dimitri of massive losses. Here is a quote from the Ukrainian military advisor: “I personally know hundreds of gunmen in the war zone. None of them told me of D-30 losses caused by hacking or any other reason,” Narozhnyy stressed to the
VOA. The article noted that some malware was found on some Android phones. But instead of the malware reporting to Russian servers, it was reporting to servers in the US! http://www.voanews.com/a/skeptics-doubt-ukraine-hack-link-to-dnc-cyberattack/3649234.html

Here is what security consultant Jeffrey Carr has to say about Dimtri’s delusional report: “Crowdstrike’s latest report regarding Fancy Bear contains its most dramatic and controversial claim to date; that GRU-written mobile malware used by Ukrainian artillery soldiers contributed to massive artillery losses by the Ukrainian military. “It’s pretty high confidence that Fancy Bear had to be in touch with the Russian military,” Dmitri Alperovich told Forbes.

Crowdstrike’s core argument has three premises:
#1: Fancy Bear (APT28) is the exclusive developer and user of X-Agent [1]
#2: Fancy Bear developed an X-Agent Android variant specifically to compromise an Android ballistic computing application called Попр-Д30.apk for the purpose of geolocating Ukrainian D-30 Howitzer artillery sites[2]
#3: The D-30 Howitzers suffered 80% losses since the start of the war.[3]

If all of these premises were true, then Crowdstrike’s prior claim that Fancy Bear must be affiliated with the GRU [4] would be substantially supported by this new finding. Dmitri referred to it in the PBS interview as “DNA evidence”. In fact, none of those premises are supported by the facts. This article is a summary of the evidence that I’ve gathered during hours of interviews and background research with Ukrainian hackers, soldiers, and an independent analysis of the malware by CrySys Lab. My complete findings will be presented in Washington D.C. next week on January 12th at Suits and Spooks.

X-Agent Is In The Wild
Crowdstrike, along with FireEye and other cybersecurity companies, have long propagated the claim that Fancy Bear and all of its affiliated monikers (APT28, Sednit, Sofacy, Strontium, Tsar Team, Pawn Storm, etc.) were the exclusive developers and users of X-Agent. We now know that is false.

No GPS functionality in the malware or the original application
The first iteration of the POPR-D30 Android app designed by Ukrainian military officer Jaroslav Sherstuk (and the only iteration allegedly impacted by this malware) was a simple ballistics program that calculated corrections for humidity, atmospheric pressure, and other environmental factors that determine accuracy of the D-30 Howitzer. It did not have the capability to connect to WiFi, nor to receive or transmit any data.[6]

The Android APK malware doesn’t use GPS nor does it ask for GPS location information from the infected phone or tablet.[7] That’s a surprising design flaw for custom-made malware whose alleged objective was to collect and transmit location data on Ukrainian artillery to the GRU.

In Eastern Ukraine, mobile phone service was poor even before the war. It has only grown worse since. In fact, Crowdstrike hasn’t provided any evidence that the malware-infected Android app was used by even a single Ukrainian soldier.
Conclusion
Part of the evidence supporting Russian government involvement in the DNC and related hacks (including the German Bundestag and France’s TV5 Monde) stemmed from the assumption that X-Agent malware was exclusively developed and used by Fancy Bear. We now know that’s false, and that the source code has been obtained by others outside of Russia. The GRU, according to Crowdstrike, developed a variant of X-Agent to infect an Android mobile app in order to geolocate and destroy Ukraine’s D-30 howitzers. To do this, they chose an artillery app which had no way to send or receive data, and wrote malware for it that didn’t ask for GPS position information? Crowdstrike never contacted the app’s developer to inform him about their findings. Had they performed that simple courtesy, they might have learned from Jaroslav Sherstuk how improbable, if not impossible, their theory was.

Major media outlets including the The Washington Post, CNN, NBC News, and PBS Newshour ran the story without fact-checking a single detail. Motherboard, Forbes, SC Magazine, and other media did the same. Only VOA and Bloomberg took the time to question Crowdstrike’s claims and do some of their own investigating. Crowdstrike invented a “devastating” cyber attack out of thin air and called it DNA evidence of Russian government involvement.

https://medium.com/@jeffreycarr/the-gru-ukraine-artillery-hack-that-may-never-have-happened-820960bbb02d#.whzgobmeu

In short, the primary basis for claiming that Fancy Bear is Russian (the monopoly of X Agent) has been proven to be false.

If you need still more evidence that Dimitri is not trustworthy, here is some more information about Dimitri and Crowdstrike:
Here is Dmitri claiming that the only nation interested in hacking people is Russia. http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/13/us/politics/russia-hack-election-dnc.html?_r=0

I guess Dmitri is unaware that the NSA motto is “Hack Everything.” This is strange because Dmitri is also a group linked to the FBI and CIA called the Atlantic Council. President Obama’s National Security Advisor, James Jones is the former head of the Atlantic Council. Other members include famous war hawks like Chuck Hagel, Susan Rice and Richard Holbrooke. As for funding, Crowdstrike not only gets funding from Google but also from the US State Department. (Just go to their donor page to see the entire list).
This brings up an important question: Why is the US State Department funding this obviously war hawk group?

If this were not enough, the President of Crowdstrike, Shawn Henry was the former head of the FBI Cyber Division. No wonder the FBI agrees with and promotes Crowdstrike!

Perhaps that is just a coincidence. But news articles about and by CrowdStrike suggest they exist to ratchet up cyber-war tensions with Russia, China, and North Korea based on hyped-up network security «vaporware» products they sell at top dollar prices to tech-ignorant government customers.


We will get back to this “Cyber Warfare as a Business Model" in a minute. First, we need to review the Grizzly Steppe Report.
December 29 2016: The DHS/FBI Grizzly Steppe Report Turns out to be Proof that the NSA does not like the TOR Project

The Department of Homeland Security and the FBI release a joint report which they claim provides evidence of Russian Hacking of the US Election. In fact, there is no evidence in the report linking Russia to anything. But there is plenty of evidence linking the attacks to the NSA.


The “alternative names list” for the Russian hacking programs on page 4 specifically referred to in the DHS/FBI report included the following: Cozy Bear, Cozy Duke, Cosmic Duke, Fancy Bear and MiniDuke.

As justification for launching a cyber war against Russia, on page 5 of their press release, the US government also falsely accused the Russians of creating a hacking program called PAS_TOOL_PHP_WEB_KIT. This web kit is a commonly available hacking program that even you can download. The following article claims that this program was made by Ukrainians not Russians.

https://www.wordfence.com/blog/2016/12/russia-malware-ip-hack/

The DHS/FBI press release and numerous main stream media reports also noted that several private cyber security consultants agreed that the Russians were responsible for hacking the DNC and specifically that Fancy Bear and Cozy Bear were involved in the DNC attacks. For example, see the following fake news from NBC:
December 30 2016 Glaring Problems with the Grizzly Steppe Report

Beginning on December 30, 2016, several articles were written exposing problems with the Grizzly Steppe report. I wrote an article with screen shots of the data file and an analysis of many of the IP addresses. This analysis showed that the IP addresses had no link to the Russians. You can read this short report at this link: https://turningpointnews.org/exposing-political-corruption/dhs-fbi-claim-of-russian-hacking-is-fake-news

TOR Exit Nodes… The Real Smoking Gun

In my report, I provided research on several domain names and IP addresses provided in the Grizzly Steppe report. My research showed that none of the domain names or IP addresses had any relationship to Russian hackers. But one of the IP addresses was a TOR Exit Node. Here is a quote from my report:

“178.20.55.16 is a proxy server with no known location but has been used as a TOR router exit node. A proxy server is another name for a mirror or server used to bounce information from one server to another in order to hide the true location of the original server. This proxy server is associated with the domain name nos-oignons.net. This domain name was registered on December 31 2012 and is valid until December 31 2017. In other words, whoever got this domain name paid for its use for 5 years. But they did registered the domain name anonymously. The website associated with this server appears to be a group in France promoting the TOR router. They became an association in May 2013 – 5 months after getting the domain name. The group currently has 5 members and it costs one Euro to join this group. Their website was reported 9 days ago as having been infected with the Zeus virus. This infection does not leave tracks on server logs. So it is difficult to tell where it came from. **Removal of this virus requires a complete rebuild of the server.** In short, some agency decided to take out this server and then use it to make a cyber attack on some US government agency and thus have the IP address listed on the DHS-FBI list as one of 895 indicators of Russian hacking.”

As discussed earlier in this report, research by others has now confirmed that there were 426 TOR exit nodes on the Grizzly Steppe list. Thus about half of the Grizzly Steppe list were TOR exit nodes. More important, since there are only about 1,000 TOR exit nodes in the entire world, about 42% of all TOR exit nodes were on the Grizzly Steppe list. Since the general public has no idea what TOR is and why this is important in terms of linking the NSA to the DNC hacks, we will provide a brief explanation of TOR.
What is TOR?
TOR stands for the The Onion Router. The Onion Router is a web browser, similar to Firefox or Google Chrome. But it is also a network of proxy servers used to hide the identity and location of the person visiting the TOR web browser. The route taken by the data is passed through several TOR IP addresses bouncing the signal all around the world. The only thing that can be confirmed is the final step in this path. The final step is called a TOR exit nodes. Anyone, including the NSA can tell the location and identity of the server at the final step. Because the NSA does not like people hiding from them, the NSA does not like TOR. The NSA therefore has a long and ugly history of attacking TOR exit nodes (as well as attacking the TOR home website). TOR exit nodes take great risks in that they stand in the way of the most powerful hacking group in the world – the NSA.

How the NSA attacks TOR exit nodes is very devious. But I did briefly explain this in my previous article on December 30, 2016. Basically, the NSA attacks the server that the exit node website is located on and infects the server with a very bad virus. Zeus is only one of several viruses used by the NSA. Also the NSA is not the only one using Zeus to infect websites and servers as Zeus is readily available on the Internet.

As I stated in my prior article, once the server is infected, folks begin to file complaints about it to blacklisting agencies. The servers are quickly blacklisted and their content is no longer shown. The company owning the infected server needs to take it off line and clean it up (not an easy process) before putting it back up. The server then needs to prove to the black listing agencies that it is completely clean before traffic is restored. Here is a diagram of this NSA TOR server take down process:

This is why the presence of such a huge number of TOR exit nodes in the Grizzle Steppe list is so alarming. It is clearly a smoking gun that the Grizzly Steppe list is a list of servers being targetted by the NSA. Since this is also a list of IP addresses that have been associated with Fancy Bear and Cozy Bear, we can conclude that there is some relationship between Fancy Bear and Cozy Bear to the NSA. If Russia were really Fancy Bear or Cozy Bear, they would not be using TOR exit nodes for the simple reason that TOR is one of the biggest threats to total NSA domination of the Internet. In addition, they would not use TOR exit nodes because they are certainly aware that TOR Exit Nodes are being targeted and taken down by the NSA. Russian hackers know which servers are TOR exit node servers because TOR publishes a list of these servers. Here is a link to this list: https://check.torproject.org/exit-addresses

It would be a simple matter for Russian hackers to use servers that are not TOR exit node servers. Thus, the Grizzly Steppe IP list is proof that Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear are not related to Russian Hackers. They are NSA hackers. Here is a link to the TOR website where you can download TOR and learn more about it. https://www.torproject.org/
There were several other excellent articles shooting holes in the DHS/FBI report. This is a brief summary of two of the best that provided very strong evidence that Russia was not involved in the hacking of the DNC:

#1 TOR EXIT NODES IMPLICATE NSA AS THE DNC HACKER: The 876 alleged Russian Hacking attacks in the DHS/FBI report come from IP addresses in 62 countries all over the world. Nearly half of them (49%) are TOR Exit nodes. Here is a map of attacks:

As I noted in my first report, these IP addresses are mostly outside of Russia with the US being the most common location. 367 of these IP addresses (or 42% of the total in the report) are now or in the past were TOR Exit Nodes meaning that anyone can use them. https://theintercept.com/2017/01/04/the-u-s-government-thinks-thousands-of-russian-hackers-are-reading-my-blog-they-arent/

Here is a quote from the above link:
“I found out, after some digging, that of the 876 suspicious IP addresses that the Department of Homeland Security and the Department of National Intelligence put on the Russian cyber attacker list, at least 367 of them (roughly 42%) are either Tor exit nodes right now, or were Tor exit nodes in the last few years...(using a more complete data set of historical TOR exit nodes), it turns out that 426 of the IP addresses in the Grizzly Steppe report are historical Tor nodes, so it's actually 49% rather than 42%.”

Many more of these Grizzly Steppe IP addresses are public broadband servers also easily accessed by almost anyone. I understand that hackers can create bot nets which combine thousands of hacked servers together to make Denial of Service attacks. But that is not what the DHS/FBI report is alleging. They are alleging 876 separate hacking attacks from 876 separate servers.

Our prior article diligently reviewed many of these Grizzly Steppe IP addresses and could not find any link at all to the Russian government. But we did find some links to the NSA. For example, we provided a link to a hacked TOR node in France. Over 300 of the IP addresses provided in the DHS/FBI report are from hacked TOR Exit nodes – meaning that these exit nodes have been blacklisted and will soon be taken off line. Such a massive attack against the TOR project is devastating because there are only about 1000 TOR exit nodes in the entire world. https://metrics.torproject.org/relayflags.html

Whoever Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear are, they seem to be interested in taking down the TOR project. Who in the world would want to get rid of so many TOR exit nodes??? TOR exit nodes provide an important public service by allowing folks to surf the Internet anonymously. The TOR anonymous web browser has about 1.5 million daily users. Getting rid of the exit nodes would be the end of the line for the Tor Project.

It turns out that the NSA does not like TOR because it makes hacking harder for the NSA. The NSA has been known to attack the TOR project in the past. In fact, according to documents leaked by Edward Snowden, the NSA uses three or more cyber weapons to attack the TOR project and has referred to the TOR project as one of their biggest obstacles in their drive for “Total Awareness.” These weapons are called Quantum, Foxacid and XkeyScore.

Here is an article that discusses these attacks calling TOR a “high priority target of the NSA":
https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2013/10/how_the_nsa_att.html
The fact that 426 of the IP addresses are or were TOR exit nodes most of which were hacked is further strong indication that the above IP map implicates the NSA rather than the Russians. The NSA has been attacking TOR exit nodes for years in an attempt to get rid of TOR. The list of 876 IP addresses provided in the DHS/FBI report does confirm that Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear have been active. But this list also supports my claim that Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear are NSA hacking projects – not Russian hacking projects.

Moreover, the NSA has the money to be hacking sites in 62 countries whereas the Russians have a more limited budget and cannot afford to be hacking computers in 62 countries.

**Why Russian Hackers would not use US Servers to Call Home**

In addition to 426 of the Cozy Bear/ Fancy Bear servers being TOR exit nodes, over 80 servers had IP addresses located in the US.
In addition, over 90% of the IP addresses were in countries friendly to the US. Even the IP addresses located in Russia were found to be broadband addresses available to the general public. It is unlikely that Russian hackers would be using any of these IP addresses for their spy network.

Let us be clear. We are not at all saying that the Russians never hack US computers. We have no doubt that the Russians try to access US government computers on a daily basis (as do many other governments and as do a bunch of teenagers from from across the US). Talk to any hacker at a hacker conference and you will find out that nearly all of them would like to hack US government servers. This is just how hackers are. They like a challenge. We are simply reviewing the evidence for Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear because the DHS/FBI report claimed that they were both Russian hacking programs. Our review of the evidence indicates that these programs are not Russian programs but NSA programs.

#2 The DHS/FBI claim that a PHP script was evidence of Russian hacking proven to be false

On page 5 of their press release, the US government falsely accused the Russians of creating a hacking program called PAS_TOOL_PHP_WEB_KIT. Here is a link to a report which goes into detail on why this PHP script cited by DHS/FBI was not evidence of Russian hacking.

https://www.wordfence.com/blog/2016/12/russia-malware-ip-hack

The authors easily obtained the PHP script by googling it which led to this download link: http://profexer.name/pas/download.php

![Download P.A.S. v.3.1.7](image)

Note the Ukrainian flag and the claim it was “Made in Ukraine”. This is pretty typical of the NSA coders sense of humor. You can make a donation to the hacking team by clicking on an anonymous Bitcoin link. This is also typical NSA humor. The latest version of this hacking program, which is intended to hack Wordpress websites, is version 4.1.1.
Here is what the control panel of this hacking program looks like:

![Control Panel Image]

This free and handy open source hacking program includes a file browser, a file search function, a database to download the contents of a hacked site database, a scanner, a tool to view server configuration files and a tool to brute force attack passwords. Best of all, all of the instructions and the control panel itself are written in English – no need to learn Russian!

Every American should be disgusted and alarmed that this easily available program was attributed to the Russians in the DHS/NSA Report and this same program is now being used as an excuse to launch a cyber warfare attack against Russia. This madness has to be stopped. Please share this information with everyone you know!

December 30, 2016 Security Expert John McAfee Explains why he is certain the Russians did not hack the DNC

This is a quote from a TV interview:
“When the FBI or any other agency says the Russians did it or the Chinese did it, or the Iranians did it, that is a fallacy. Any hacker capable of breaking into something is capable of hiding their tracks. If I were the Chinese and I wanted to make it look like the Russians did it, I would use Russian language within the code. I would use Russian techniques for breaking into an organization. So there is simply no way to assign a source for any attack. This is a fallacy. This is what the FBI wants us to believe so they can manipulate our opinions. I can promise you this. If it looks like the Russians did it, then I can guarantee you it was not the Russians.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDTKKmBjlwE

John then appeared on another show and said he thought it might be a 15 year old boy since the person made some basic errors. Here is a quote from John:

“The hack on the DNC used a piece of malware a year and a half old. This was done by an independent one person kid. This was not an organized state that did this. “We have many cyber weapons but we have no protection. We have no security. If we did, our country could not have been hacked by a 15 year old boy.”
“The Grizzly Steppe Report is not just flimsy. It is propaganda intended to incite the American people.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2jD4SF9gFE
https://www.rt.com/usa/372219-larry-king-mcafee-cybersecurity/#.WGaDFP9c4q4.facebook

John has been interviewed on several TV and Radio shows and is likely the leading proponent of the theory that the DNC was really attacked by teenagers.

In fact, it was the 2015 German hack that used a piece of malware a year and a half old and therefore was likely done by a teenager. We have no idea what version of software was used in the DNC hack because the FBI never did an investigation and Crowdstrike has never released the source data (merely making claims about the source data that it was linked to the German attack).

We have great respect for John and will consider his argument in more detail later in this report.
Part 6 The Rush to War... January 2017 to Present

Things have only gone from bad to worse in the first weeks of January 2017. Nearly every day we are told that there is “new evidence” of Russian hacking. But the new evidence is never released.

January 3, 2017: Julian Assange Explains Why a 14 Year Old Could Have Hacked Podesta’s Email

Julian Assange of WikiLeaks says that the Russian government did not provide him with the hacked DNC emails during a televised interview. Julian Assange stated that Podesta’s password for his Gmail account was “password.” For those who may not know, the word password is the most common password and is the first password checked by hackers when trying to access any login screen. Here is a quote from the interview: "Podesta gave out that his password was the word ‘password’ ... a 14-year-old kid could have hacked Podesta.”
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/01/04/wikileaks-assange-14-year-old-kid-could-have-hacked-podesta-emails.html

Assange also repeatedly stated that Wikileaks gained access to the Podesta emails from a leak and not a hack and that the source of the leak was not Russia. Assange, who is a former computer security consultant, also stated that Hillary Clinton made “almost no attempt” to protect the private server that stored her State Department emails. I have previously written about how insecure the Clinton server was and that any teenager could have hacked it using programs and methods available through a simple Google search. While the main stream media claims that the Clinton server was hacked by Guccifer and that Guccifer was Fancy Bear or Cozy Bear and therefore a Russian spy, the fact is that Guccifer could just have easily been a bored American teenager with too much time on his hands.

January 5 2017: John McCain, who has called for a Declaration of War against Russia, holds a Senate Armed Services Committee hearing

Called “Foreign Cyber Threats to the US.” John Brennan (CIA), James Clapper (ODNI), Michael Rogers (NSA) and Marcel Lettre (Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence) were given a chance to make their case for Russian hacking. However, no new information was released during this hearing. However all agreed that Julian Assange is a dirtbag criminal who has cost American lives and should not be trusted. (In fact, there has never been a showing of a single life lost as a result of Wikileaks disclosures).
But as we have seen in this report, the truth does not appear to matter to US leaders in their attempts to drum up hatred towards Russia.

**January 5, 2017 DNC says FBI never asked to access hacked computer servers**

Despite the fact that not one but two major crimes had been committed on the DNC server, the DNC stated today that the FBI “never requested access” to the servers the White House and intelligence community say were hacked by Russia. [Link](https://www.buzzfeed.com/alimwatkins/the-fbi-never-asked-for-access-to-hacked-computer-servers?utm_term=.ycBJbXdoz#.ws75WGR9O)

Here is a quote: “Six months after the FBI first said it was investigating the hack of the Democratic National Committee’s computer network, the bureau has still not requested access to the hacked servers, a DNC spokesman said. No US government entity has run an independent forensic analysis on the system, one US intelligence official told BuzzFeed News.”

**January 6, 2017: FBI claims DNC Refused to Give them Access to Hacked DNC Server**

A day later, the FBI disputed this claim by stating that they had asked to examine the DNC server logs in May 2016 – but the DNC refused their request. [Link](https://www.wired.com/2017/01/fbi-says-democratic-party-wouldnt-let-agents-see-hacked-email-servers/)

Here is a quote: “According to the FBI official, this left the FBI no choice but to rely upon a third party for information. These actions caused significant delays and inhibited the FBI from addressing the intrusion earlier.”

This is an important issue. So I will repeat my questions about this from earlier in this report: **Since when does the FBI have to get anyone’s permission, other than a judge, to seize evidence after a major crime has been committed?** Had the FBI gotten the server and the DNC taken steps to clean the server, we would not today be faced with the difficult task of figuring out who hacked the DNC – and possibly the DNC would not have lost the national election – an election on which they spent over one billion dollars trying to win. The failure of the FBI to take this action is one of many questions that has never been adequately addressed.

**January 6, 2017 Hackers try to break into DNC on New Years Eve**

This proves beyond any reasonable doubt that these people have no idea what they are talking about. Hackers likely are trying to break into the DNC server and every other server in the US on a daily basis. Yet the DNC appears to be shocked, shocked, that someone is still trying to break into their servers. That is like being shocked to discover that people are gambling in Las Vegas. Please. Join the modern world. [Link](https://www.buzzfeed.com/alimwatkins/hackers-tried-to-break-into-dnc-computers-right-before-new-y?utm_term=.tv0OnNM9B#.aqWxZBGIV)
Here is a quote: “Officials told BuzzFeed News that hackers had been trying to infiltrate the DNC as recently as five days ago...The FBI alerted the Democratic National Committee as recently as New Year's Eve that hackers were once again trying to break into their computer systems... there have been “multiple attempts” to hack into the DNC since the Nov. 8 elections. Many of these attempts are not serious... hackers are trying to re-enter the DNC system but as far as we understand their attempts have not been successful.”

Given that nearly every website in the US is subjected to hacking attacks on almost a daily basis, it is absurd for either the FBI or the DNC or the press to think there is something news worthy about the fact that the DNC hacks are ongoing.

January 6 2017 US Intel Report claims to ID Russian who gave emails to Wikileaks
Here is a quote from the article. “The CIA has identified Russian officials who fed material hacked from the Democratic National Committee and party leaders to WikiLeaks at the direction of Russian President Vladimir Putin through third parties, according to a new U.S. intelligence report, senior U.S. officials said on Thursday. The officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the Central Intelligence Agency and others have concluded that the Russian government escalated its efforts from discrediting the U.S. election process to assisting President-elect Donald Trump's campaign.”

See anything at all that looks remotely like actual evidence? Neither did I. The report did state that there would be another report later in the day providing some evidence. But still no evidence. Plenty of allegations. No evidence. Check that. Apparently the evidence was that some Russians in Moscow were drinking champagne when Trump won on November 8 2016. One drunken Russian claimed that he helped Trump win. Well I guess that does it. In a moment, we will reveal who the drunken Russian was.

January 6 2017 US Intelligence Groups Issue the Dumbest Report I Have Ever Read
It was called “Assessing Russian Activities and Intentions in the Recent US Elections.” If you are a glutton for punishment, then feel free to read the US Intelligence Agencies Report claiming Russia hacked not just the Clinton servers but engaged in a massive propaganda campaign to influence the US election in 2016. Here is the link: https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ICA_2017_01.pdf

We do not have the space or time to review all of the errors and omissions in this report, so we will only discuss four of their ridiculous claims.

First, the report notes that Dmitry Kiselyov, an RT commentator (the Kremlin's "chief propagandist") has treated Donald Trump sympathetically on his television show and that somehow this influenced the US election. But someone please explain this: how does a television show in Russian for Russians indicate the Kremlin's intention to meddle in the U.S. democratic system? The RT channel is only carried on 15% of US cable providers. It is likely that less than one percent of all Americans watches anything at all on RT. I bet less than one percent of all Americans have ever even heard of Kiselyov. I know I haven't ever heard of him – and I watch several shows on RT! The idea that some completely unknown Russian commentator had any influence on the US election is absurd.
Second, the report claims that a girl named Alisa Shevchenko was involved in hacking the US election but in an interview she says they “misinterpreted facts or were fooled.”

Here is a quote from the article: “Alisa Shevchenko is a talented young Russian hacker, known for working with companies to find vulnerabilities in their systems. She is also, the White House claims, guilty of helping Vladimir Putin interfere in the US election. Her company was a surprise inclusion on the US sanctions list released last week, alongside top officers in Russia’s GRU military intelligence agency and two well-known criminal hackers. The company “provided the GRU with technical research and development”, according to the fact sheet released by the White House. No further details were given.”

“Shevchenko has spoken out to decry the sanctions against her. Shevchenko told the Guardian she was furious at her company’s inclusion on the list, and denied ever having knowingly worked for the Russian government. In answers that were defiant, and occasionally abrasive, she decried the “insane level of hysteria around the entire ‘Russian hacking' story”. She suggested that the US authorities were guilty either of “a technically incompetent misinterpretation of the facts” or had been fooled by a “counterfeit in order to frame my company”. Those who could have had an interest in framing her could include competitors, US intelligence or Russian intelligence, with the goal of screening the real culprits, Shevchenko said.

“A young female hacker and her helpless company seems like a perfect pick for that goal. I don’t try to hide, I travel a lot, and am a friendly communicative person. And most importantly, I don’t have any big money, power or connections behind me to shrug off the blame. So really, it could be anyone.”

Shevchenko described herself as “a typical introverted computer geek" who is largely self taught. She declined to say how old she was, deeming it an “impolite question", saying instead: “If you really need a number then go ahead and make it up based on my photographs”. Here is a picture of Alisa in case you want to guess her age:
She said she dropped out of three different universities, as she was passionate about learning, but did not enjoy the structure of a university course. Around 2004, she joined Kaspersky Lab, a high-profile Russian cybersecurity firm. She left to set up her own company, initially called Esage Lab (“I was thinking of something ‘sage’, as in a wizard or a magician,” she said). Later, she changed its name to ZOR. Both names are on the US sanctions list.

Shevchenko specializes in finding so-called “zero-days”, previously undisclosed software bugs that could leave companies vulnerable. “We have not only searched for bugs but exploited them, but only with the customer’s sanction,” she said. “She never hired anyone she knew to have a criminal background for her companies.

“Shevchenko said she had been approached repeatedly by people she believed to be from the Russian government. She insisted, however, that she had always rejected the advances. She said she had not been threatened or intimidated as a result.

“A 2014 profile of Shevchenko in Russian Forbes magazine noted that she worked with DialogNauka, a Russian company that listed among its clients the Russian ministry of defence and parts of the security services. Questioned by the Guardian, she insisted that none of her own work for DialogNauka “was even remotely possible to use as a nation-state attacks supply”. Shevchenko said she had turned down plenty of offers of work on ideological grounds: “I never work with douchebags. I only work with honest and open people that I feel good about.” Asked directly if she had ever worked on a government contract in any capacity, she answered “not that I know of”.

“Shevchenko said ZOR was closed more than a year ago, because it was difficult and expensive to do the requisite public relations work required to drum up business. She now works as a “one-man army”, she said. Shevchenko said she assumes it is “not possible” for her to travel to the US now, and she does not particularly want to. On the other hand, she allowed, there was apparently a certain cachet in being named as someone who hacked a US election. “I have received a number of employment, business partnership or collaboration offers” in the days since the sanctions list was released."

Our comments about Alisa: She must be very smart to get a job at Kaspersky. But thus far, there is no evidence either that she or Kaspersky are Russian spies.

Third, the report claims that a guy named Vladimir Zhirinovsky is a “pro-Kremlin proxy” who opened a bottle of champagne and toasted Donald Trump on the night of the election. Here is the problem. The election was called about 10 pm in the evening in the US – or about 10 am in the morning Moscow time. Who would be drinking at 10 am in the morning? Also, according to the Moscow Times, “Zhirinovsky is the same man who traveled to Baghdad in 2003, ahead of the U.S. invasion, and delivered a drunken tirade against President Bush, threatening to sink the United States under the oceans, using secret Russian gravitational weapons.”


This guy seems to have a drinking problem which is why he no longer has much influence in Moscow. But somehow, US Intelligence Agencies have concluded that he is the guy who leaked documents to Wikileaks and stole the US election – despite the fact
that Wikileaks has repeatedly stated that their source as no connection at all to any Russians. For example, see the following:

January 7 2017 Wikileaks Craig Murray says source is Washington Insider
Craig Murray with Wikileaks called the Jan 6 report nonsense… not from Russian I know who the source….they are on the American side, a Washington insider.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3DvaVrRweY

Fourth, the January 6th report claims that Wikileaks is a Russian puppet connected to RT. Their “evidence” is that in August 2013, the editor of RT met with Julian Assange at the Ecuadorian Embassy in London. So apparently, this plot to influence the American election has been in the works ever since August 2013.
Also, the head of RT met directly with Putin in 2010. So perhaps that was when they hatched the plot to steal the US election. RT also covered the Occupy Wall Street protests. And they use Facebook and Twitter.

The US Intelligence Report also specifically mentioned the fact that RT has a show called “Breaking the Set” that often criticizes US leaders as being “corrupt.” Here is a picture of Abby Martin, the host of Breaking the Set. She would often interview people.

![Abby Martin](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLVMKuZHbug)

But there is only one problem with the claim that somehow Abby Martin was used to influence the US elections in 2016. The final episode of Breaking the Set aired on February 27, 2015. “On this final episode of Breaking the Set, Abby Martin, discusses the power of grassroots activism in getting the FCC to uphold net neutrality.” Net Neutrality. Now there is a dangerous topic. You can watch her final program here: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLVMKuZHbug](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLVMKuZHbug)

132,000 people watched Abby’s final episode. But if RT really was trying to win the 2016 election and Abby was such an effective propaganda person, then why did RT cancel the show a year and a half before the US Presidential Election? More important, how in the world, did Breaking the Set make the list of dangerous programs when it is no longer even on the air? This shows how utterly ridiculous the January 6th report was.
But the January 6th Report not only blamed the Clinton loss on RT programs that had been cancelled more than a year before the election, they ignored 2016 RT programs that were highly critical of Donald Trump. Most notable of these was the Thom Hartmann Show which blasted Donald Trump on almost every episode – including calling Donald Trump a Traitor.

It defies belief that RT was trying to elect Donald Trump and yet running programs that called Trump a traitor.  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duU9Hkai2Rk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duU9Hkai2Rk)

Other crimes committed by RT include hosted debates between US Third Party candidates such as the US Libertarian Party and the US Green Party in 2016. There is a smoking gun if ever I saw one. RT seems to be more popular than the BBC on Youtube (probably because young people wanted to hear what the Libertarian and Green Party candidates had to say). But no mention was made in the report about the BBC, CCN, NPR, ABC, NBC, CBS or FOX NEWS trying to influence US elections or about the hundreds of news papers and radio stations in the US (all owned by billionaires) trying to influence the election. Propaganda is OK as long as it is not Russian propaganda.

In short, the January 6 2017 US Report blamed a TV station with a one percent market share and a bunch of people no one has ever heard of for “trying to influence the US election.” My questions are these: What about the fact that the US main stream media spend billions of dollars trying to influence the US elections? What about the fact that billionaires in our country sent out millions of deceptive mailers to voters in an effort to influence elections all over the US? Just about every group I can think of did something to try to influence US elections in 2016. As for Wikileaks, the emails they released were both true and shocking. What the Democratic Party needs to do is stop blaming Alisa and other Russians and start reforming the Democratic Party to be more responsive to the needs of the American people.

January 6 2017: Congress officially approved the Electoral College results making Donald Trump officially our next President. Trump got 304 electoral votes, compared with 227 by Hillary Clinton, according to the vote tally read by Vice President Joe Biden.
January 6 2017: Donald Trump met with the Intelligence Agencies. Trump “struck a conciliatory tone with US intelligence officials after meeting with their leadership, but did not publicly support their conclusion that Russia interfered in the 2016 US presidential contest. In a statement issued after the meeting, Trump pledged to task his administration with creating a 90-day plan to “combat and stop cyber attacks”.

January 10, 2017: David Spring with Turning Point News publishes “Hack Everything, A Detailed Timeline of the DNC Hack.” My hope is that some one close to Donald Trump will give him or a member of his staff a copy of this report.

January 10 to 20: Clapper and his friends are schedule to meet with several committees. He has already made it clear there will be no new information. But this will not stop them from using the Russian Hacking Scare to manipulate Congress into funding an expanded cyber warfare campaign against Russia. One of the primary reasons we have written this report is to inform the American people about what really happened with the hope that the American people will oppose any expansion of the cyber war against Russia.

We will now look more closely at a couple of theories about who hacked the DNC and who gave what to Wikileaks before concluding with a section examining the corrupting influence of massive amounts of money being made in American cyber warfare.
Part 7 Who Really Hacked the DNC

If the Russians did not hack the DNC servers, then who gave the data to Wikileaks?

This leads to the important question of how Wikileaks got all of the emails and other data it released which certainly did influence the outcome of the US elections. According to both of the major sources in Wikileaks, Julian Assange and Craig Murray, they got the data from “a disgusted DNC Democrat” who was mad about how the DNC treated Bernie Sanders.


Both Murray and Assange have repeatedly stated that they did not get the information from the Russians. We therefore conclude that if the DNC was hacked (which it likely was), then it was hacked by the NSA using Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear as a cover – knowing that Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear were specifically written to fool consultants like Dimitri and Cloudstrike into thinking that it was a Russian hacking program. Obviously, the NSA is not going to give any of its information to Wikileaks. But in addition to these two hacks by Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear, a disgusted member of the DNC also got the information directly from the DNC database, put it on a jump drive and handed the jump drive to Craig Murray. In other words, we conclude that the DNC was hacked and also subjected to an insider leaker. Thus, Wikileaks claim that it was a leak is true. But their claim that it was not a hack may not be accurate as there is evidence of a hack.

The Difference Between a Leak and a Hack

Here is a link to a group called Veteran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity who outline the capability of the NSA and explain the difference between a leak and a hack:

Here is a quote from this group of US Intelligence veterans:

“Leak: When someone physically takes data out of an organization and gives it to some other person or organization, as Edward Snowden and Chelsea Manning did.

Hack: When someone in a remote location electronically penetrates operating systems, firewalls or any other cyber-protection system and then extracts data.
All signs point to leaking, not hacking. If hacking were involved, the National Security Agency would know it – and know both sender and recipient. Any data that is passed from the servers of the Democratic National Committee (DNC) or of Hillary Rodham Clinton (HRC) – or any other server in the U.S. – is collected by the NSA.

Here are the signers of this statement:

For the Steering Group, Veteran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity (VIPS)
William Binney, former Technical Director, World Geopolitical & Military Analysis, NSA; co-founder, SIGINT Automation Research Center (ret.)
Mike Gravel, former Adjutant, top secret control officer, Communications Intelligence Service; special agent, Counter Intelligence Corps and former United States Senator
Larry Johnson, former CIA Intelligence Officer & former State Department Counter-Terrorism Official
Ray McGovern, former US Army infantry/intelligence officer & CIA analyst (ret.)
Elizabeth Murray, Deputy National Intelligence Officer for Middle East, CIA (ret.)
Kirk Wiebe, former Senior Analyst, SIGINT Automation Research Center, NSA (ret.)

These are six of the leading NSA whistleblowers and everyone one of them knows the full horrific power of the NSA. If only all Americans knew what these six people know (The main reason I am writing this article is to help increase the awareness of the American people about the true power of the NSA). Sadly, most Americans are not even aware of the difference between a leak and a hack and thus are easily misled by the current campaign to blame Russia for whatever cyber attacks are occurring in the US.

Were either Cozy Bear or Fancy Bear Teenage Hackers?
Since the DNC hackers made some rather basic mistakes, some have concluded that either or both of the hacks could have or must have been done by bored teenagers. There are many recent examples of teenagers hacking computer systems much more secure than the DNC server to support this theory.

On February 19, 2016, a 15 Year old boy arrested for hacking the FBI on February 16, 2016. He was part of a group that repeatedly attacked the FBI and CIA over a period of several months.

http://thehackernews.com/2016/02/fbi-hacker-arrest.html
Here is a quote: “Another 15-year-old teenager got arrested in Scotland, by British Police for breaking into the FBI Systems on 16th February. Under the Britain's anti-hacking law, Computer Misuse Act 1990, the boy has been arrested for his role in hacking and unauthorized access to the digital material. Another member of the same group got arrested from the United Kingdom last week. The 16-year-old British teenager was suspected of hacking into the CIA and the FBI.

The two boys had downloaded more than 200 Gigabytes of top secret data on tens of thousands of FBI agents and other high level officials in the FBI, CIA and DHS. The boys also hacked into AOL emails of CIA director John Brennan and hacked into the personal phone accounts and email accounts of the US spy chief James Clapper of the FBI Deputy Director Mark Giuliano.

Here is another article about this attack: How did a couple of boys bring down the entire US Intelligence system? They claimed that they got into the US Department of Justice email account. From there, it was simply a Sunday joy ride through all of the data of the FBI, CIA and DHS. This was all done on line through their home computer using information readily available on the Internet. [http://thehackernews.com/2016/02/fbi-dhs-hacked.html](http://thehackernews.com/2016/02/fbi-dhs-hacked.html)

Nor is this an isolated incident. In 2015, a 14 year old boy began shutting down government and corporate computers all over the world from the comfort of his bedroom. He eventually got caught after using Skype (which has a direct link to the NSA). The judge decided not to send him to jail reasoning that jail would destroy him and he had “just gotten carried away thinking he was cool.” She did order that his computer be destroyed to reduce the chances of any future attacks. [http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/07/20/teenage-hacker/](http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/07/20/teenage-hacker/)

Here is a link to a story about 10 teenage hackers: [http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/07/18/teen-hackers-10-stories-o_n_1683387.html](http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/07/18/teen-hackers-10-stories-o_n_1683387.html)

Here are some quotes from the article:
“Over the past two years, we've seen a ton of stories about teenage tech geniuses who have pushed legal boundaries by cracking the codes of governments and other major institutions, sometimes from their own bedrooms. From a 15-year-old who broke into over 250 websites to the 18-year-old who took down Lady Gaga, click through the slideshow below for some of the most unbelievable teen hackers who have made headlines recently.”

“In 2011, British teens Ryan Cleary, 20, and Jake Davis, 19, made headlines for targeting the CIA, the Pentagon, NHS, Sony, Nintendo and The Sun. Most notably, the pair - known as "LulzSec" online - pranked The Sun by replacing its homepage with a spoof of Rupert Murdoch's obituary.”

“18-year-old hacker, who called himself DJ Stolen, hacked into the personal computers of several pop stars. He stole multiple unreleased tracks from Lady Gaga, Ke$ha, Leona Lewis, Justin Timberlake, and Mariah Carey over the course of two years and sold them online.”
“In April, 2012, the Austrian police arrested a 15-year-old for hacking into a shocking 259 companies. He is the country's youngest arrested hacker and is estimated to have broken into an average of three sites per day.”

“A Greek teenager was arrested last year for allegedly hacking into websites of the U.S. government and Interpol, ending a two-year chase. A raid of his house revealed 130 fake credit cards. Allegedly, his back is tattooed with the statement, "Capitalism is opportunity and opportunity is freedom."

“Two Norwegian teens were arrested in connection to a string of computer attacks. The BBC alleges that the targets may have included the British Serious Organized Crime Association, the Norwegian lottery, and a German newspaper.”

My point in telling these stories is to demonstrate how poor Internet security really is right now. Those who claim that teenage boys could not possibly hack into the DNC server simply do not know what they are talking about. As noted earlier X Agent is out in the wild and available to be used by anyone. Windows computers and servers are particularly susceptible to hacking due to the always open NSA back door. Until adults do a better job of demanding secure computers and servers, we are going to see even more stories of teenagers hacking into government and corporate computer systems.

Earlier I explained why I concluded that the 2015 German Parliament Fancy Bear attack must have been a teenager. The heartbleed problem with Open SSL is simply too well known for either the Russians or NSA to be that dumb. Without more accurate research and information, it would be impossible to tell for sure who hacked the DNC in September 2015 and March 2016.

However, in the preceding pages I have analyzed many IP addresses that all lead to what look to me to be NSA servers. Ironically, what really tipped the scales towards this conclusion was the list of IP addresses in the December 2016 Grizzly Steppe Report. There is no other rational explanation for so many TOR exit nodes appearing in any list other than concluding it was the NSA trying as usual to get rid of TOR. Teenagers would have no interest in attacking the TOR project. In fact, they would have a strong interest in protecting the TOR project as it would be the main thing reducing the chances of being captured.

**How Many Leaks or Hacks Were There and How Many Data Dumps Were Given to Wikileaks?**

Wikileaks has stated at various times that their source was a disgusted Democratic Party insider who leaked information they had gotten directly from the DNC server. But Wikileaks has also stated at other times in other interviews that their source was a disgusted US Intelligence Agent – meaning someone from the NSA, CIA or FBI got data indirectly through a hack and then gave the data to Wikileaks.

In researching our detailed timeline of events, it appears that Wikileaks was actually given as many as four sets of data at various points in time. First, they were given data from the Clinton private server which they published on March 16, 2016.
Then they were given data from the DNC server which they published on July 22, 2016 (this is what led to the resignation of the DNC Chair and the walk out of Bernie delegates at the Democratic National Convention). They appear to have had this data since some time in May 2016.

Then they published the Podesta emails and Clinton Wall Street speeches beginning on October 7, 2016. According to Craig Murray and others, they seem to have been given this information from one or more sources in September 2016. Thus, there was a combination of leaks and hacks involving several servers and several sources and that the answer to the question of who provided information to Wikileaks is “All of the above.”

The following is the timing of Wikileaks Data Dumps as taken from the Wikileaks website: [https://wikileaks.org/-Leaks-.html](https://wikileaks.org/-Leaks-.html)

As just one possible example, the Clinton emails could have come from a teenage hacker, the DNC emails could have been a leak from a digusted Democratic Party insider and the Podesta emails and Wall Street speeches could have come from a disgusted NSA agent using the Cozy Bear and/or Fancy Bear hacks on the DNC and or Podesta Gmail accounts.

What would help clarify who gave what and when would be the release of the DNC server logs. I am really disappointed that the FBI has not released the server logs and that they failed to do a proper investigation in September 2015. But even without this information, we have provided at least 20 reasons in this report to conclude beyond any reasonable doubt that it was not the Russians who attacked the DNC. Thus, there is no honest reason to start a cyber war against Russia. However, I think our government will try to start a cyber war against Russia for the simple reason that a lot of corporations will make a boat load of money. We will cover that problem in our final section.
Part 8 Cyber Warfare as a Business Model

Nearly 100 years ago, an American war hero named General Smedley Butler wrote a book called War is a Racket. He claimed that wars were being deliberately provoked in order to increase corporate profits. He said that the American people were being lied to by wealthy people who controlled the American press in order to provoke fear and get them to agree to go to war. Here is a link to his book. https://www.ratical.org/ratville/CAH/warisaracket.html

50 years later, another American war hero, General (and then President) Dwight Eisenhower, warned of a growing “military industrial complex” that was a threat to our democracy. Here is a link to his speech. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8y06NSBBR1Y

Today, the US has more than 700 military bases around the world and numerous bases here in the US. Including secret spending for our new Global War on Terror, as mentioned at the start of this article, the US spends more than one trillion dollars per year on war – much more than the rest of the world combined. http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-worldwide-network-of-us-military-bases/5564

The purpose of this worldwide network of chaos is not to protect Americans but simply to increase corporate profits by sucking one trillion dollars a year out of the American economy – money that could have been used to provide free higher education and health care for every American. Because of this annual feast of a trillion dollars being shelled out, our elected officials have been corrupted with a vast bribery and kickback scheme that has turned our elections into a “pay to play” bidding war between various wealthy corporations. These same corporations monopolize the American media with the goal of scaring the American people into supporting this war machine into voting for war hawks willing to do the bidding of their corporate masters. This same “warfare as a business” model is now being used to create Permanent Cyber War on the Internet. Folks with websites need to be aware of this because you will certainly be caught in the crossfire of this cyber warfare machine.
Thus, the most important thing to know about the current campaign to launch a cyber war against Russia is that it will create massive corporate profits. In the summer of 2016, there was a conference on how to profit from the coming cyber war. This conference was documented in the following article:
https://theintercept.com/2016/08/19/nato-weapons-industry/

False Allegations have been used before to start wars... Doesn’t Anyone Remember the Gulf of Tonkin Incident?
This means that the US is about to start a cyber war with Russia over a hacking incident created by our own NSA. This is nearly identical to the Gulf of Tonkin incident that was used as an excuse by the US military to go to war against Vietnam in the 1960s. That incident turned out to be completely false. Yet millions of people died. The NSA claimed that there was a North Vietnamese attack on August 4 1964. But in 2003, former US Secretary of State Robert McNamara admitted that the the August 4 1964 attack never happened. Moreover, there is substantial evidence that it never happened. The Vietnamese leaders also have confirmed that it never happened. The entire Vietnam War disaster was based on a lie – just like the Iraq War was based on a lie.

Why Would Our Own Government Lie to Us?
Many readers protested to our previous article asking why our own government would lie to us. I am not certain but I think it has something to do with making money. The Cyber Warfare Industry has become BIG BUSINESS accounting for billions of dollars in corporate sales and profits since 911. All of the attacks on US corporations have forced all of them to hire cyber consultants and buy expensive cyber products to protect their computers and data. There is a danger in developing such a business model as it could lead to nuclear war with Russia. It could also lead to some former NSA employees deciding to take down the US electric grid or US nuclear power plants. We therefore should understand cyber warfare and a business model and take steps to provide real security for our computers, databases and websites.
This is why we should all question the assertion of government officials and their paid consultants like Dimitri at Crowdstrike when they claim that the only possible explanation for the data breach at the DNC or the Podesta email account is highly trained Russian Hackers. When the government or paid consultants make such ridiculous claims, we should all be able to immediately recognize that they are not telling us the truth. Sadly, many American hawks have called for a cyber war against Russia based on these false allegations:

Here is a diagram of how this cyber warfare as a business model works:

The plan to drum up fear of Russians hiding under our beds was in the works long before the November election. Here are a couple of quotes from the article:
“Retired Army Gen. Richard Cody, a vice president at L-3 Communications, the seventh largest U.S. defense contractor, explained to shareholders in December 2015 that the industry was faced with a historic opportunity (to make massive profits off frightened Americans).”
“Speaking to investors at a conference hosted by Credit Suisse in June, 2016, Stuart Bradie, the chief executive of KBR, a military contractor, discussed “opportunities in Europe,” highlighting the increase in defense spending by NATO countries in response to “what’s happening with Russia and the Ukraine.”

“The Aerospace Industries Association, a lobby group for Lockheed Martin, Textron, Raytheon, and other defense contractors, argued in February that the Pentagon is not spending enough to counter “Russian aggression on NATO’s doorstep. Think tanks with major funding from defense contractors, including the Atlantic Council, have similarly demanded higher defense spending to counter Russia.”

What a minute... Don’t we know someone on the Atlantic Council? Now I remember, our friend Dimitri the founder of Crowdstrike is with this war hawk group – the guy who is absolutely certain that Russia is behind Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear stands to make huge profits from scaring the hell out of Americans. That is after all part of the Cyber Warfare Business model. First comes fear based on false claims. Then comes massive profits. As long as we allow people to make billions of dollars from telling lies, we should expect to see more lies being told.

**Who has a very long history of hacking elections is not Russia – but the US CIA**
The best predictor of future behavior is past behavior. If we look at the past behavior of the NSA and CIA, it is neither good or honest. Instead of pointing the finger at Russia, we need to take a closer look at our own government. There is a Wikipedia page devoted just to the number of countries whose elections were hacked by the CIA. [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_involvement_in_regime_change](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_involvement_in_regime_change)

Whole books have been written about this. Just since World War II, our leaders have not only hacked elections in at least 56 other countries, but they have kidnapped and killed the elected leaders of some of these countries. This is much more evil than having Abby Martin say bad things on a talk show two years before an election.

Here is just a partial list (* indicated a successful overthrow):
[https://williamblum.org/essays/read/overthrowing-other-peoples-governments-the-master-list](https://williamblum.org/essays/read/overthrowing-other-peoples-governments-the-master-list)
What is not mentioned in the above list is the CIA “Dirty Tricks” campaign in the 1996 Russian election.
Here is a quote from a December 18, 2016 article explaining what happened:

“(Current CIA Director) Brennan and his cabal of dark players know fully well that it is the CIA that has pioneered in the art and science of election manipulation. In 1996, it was Russia that bore the brunt of CIA election manipulation with its agents-of-influence in Moscow and other large cities, namely the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) and George Soros’s Open Society Institute and Foundation, engaged in political dirty tricks aimed at undermining the electoral chances of the Russian Communist Party presidential candidate Gennady Zyuganov. The CIA, Soros's operatives, and the NED printed and distributed fake campaign flyers claiming to have originated with the Zyuganov's campaign. The flyers advocated returning Russia to Stalinism and re-launching the Cold War against the West. The CIA and their allies also helped to manipulate election returns and shaved votes from Zyuganov’s total, particularly in Tatarstan and Bashkortostan. This helped the favored U.S. candidate, Boris Yeltsin, achieve a second-round victory of 54-to-40 percent over Zyuganov. In 2012, then-President Dmitry Medvedev said, «There is hardly any doubt who won [the '96 election]. It was not Boris Yeltsin».”

Can you image the outrage that would occur in the US if Russian agents had passed out fliers in major US cities and rigged the actual vote count in several states in 2016? Sadly, the CIA, has not limited itself to kidnapping and killing foreign leaders, it has also conducted “disinformation” campaigns against antiwar protesters here in the US (especially during the opposition to US bombing in the Vietnam War).

Not surprisingly, the CIA is now one of the chief cheerleaders for launching a cyber warfare attack against Russia. What is really needed is an end to the CIA and the NSA. In the meantime, we all need to learn how to protect ourselves against the crazy people currently running the US government.
Conclusion… How to Really Protect Yourself from NSA Cyber Weapons

The first step in protecting yourself from the NSA is to stop using Windows or Apple computers and start using Linux computers. According to Edward Snowden, the NSA has direct access to both Apple and Microsoft (both of whom are NSA Prism Partners). I explain this open back door problem in greater detail in a book called “Free Yourself from Microsoft and the NSA” which you can download for free at the following link: https://freeyourselffrommicrosoftandthensa.org/phocadownload/Free%20Yourself%20from%20Microsoft%20and%20the%20NSA%20Complete%20Book%2016%20MB.pdf

If you do not have time to read the entire 435 page book, it basically explains that Microsoft placed an internet browser inside the core of its operating system in 1997 allowing Microsoft access to your computer whenever you are online so they can check to make sure you have a valid current license. The NSA later demanded and got access to this backdoor. Unfortunately, hackers also have access to this backdoor – which is why there is no such thing as a secure Microsoft computer.

Since Apple is also a PRISM partner, the NSA is able to directly access Apple and Microsoft computers whenever they connect to the Internet (using pre-installed backdoors). This is why Edward Snowden uses Linux computers and programs.

Having confirmed that Windows and Apple computers are not secure, I have written a free book and website on how anyone can convert an inexpensive Chromebook computer into a Linux computer. Here is a link to this website: https://learnlinuxandlibreoffice.org/

In addition to placing backdoors in Windows and Apple computers, it appears that the NSA has also placed backdoors in the most popular website building program called Wordpress. I have therefore written a free book and website on how to build a more secure website and database system using the Joomla web building platform. Here is a link to this website: https://createyourowninteractivewebsite.com/

But both of these are only temporary solutions. The real problem is the NSA itself and the entire Cyber Industrial Complex. We will not have real security until we get rid of the NSA. Here is a quote from former CIA Agent Robert Steele who has been a consistent critic of the claim that Russia hacked our elections: “I am deeply offended by the lies being told by the US Government – and more specifically, by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and Department of Homeland Security (DHS) with the explicit approval of the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) and the President – with respect to the Russians “hacking” the US election… The only intelligence services that persistently spy on US politicians across every device they own are the US intelligence services, specifically NSA.”

From: The Russians Did Not “Hack” the US Election – A Few Facts from a Former CIA Spy, Global Research, January 08, 2017
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-russians-did-not-hack-the-us-election-a-few-facts-from-a-former-cia-spy/5567215

______________________________________________
How are we going to get rid of this NSA Cyber Warfare monster?
I think the solution is to stop reading the corporate controlled main stream media and start reading the Independent Alternative media. This was one reason we started Turning Point News – to promote Independent News Websites. There is strength in diversity. As far as we are concerned the more independent websites there are, the harder it will be for the NSA to shut us all down. For a list of our favorite independent news websites, see the following link.
https://turningpointnews.org/our-favorite-independent-media-sources

Finally, please share the link to this article with everyone you know who is interested in learning the truth about the Russian hacking allegations. Together, we can and will take back our democracy.

As always, we look forward to your questions and comments.

Regards,
David Spring M. Ed.
Turning Point News.org

The Grizzly Steppe Report is actually proof that
Grizzly Bear and Cozy Bear are NOT Russian!
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Read our full report “Hack Everything” to find out who Cozy Bear & Fancy Bear really are & who really attacked the DNC.

As always, we look forward to your questions and comments.

Regards,
David Spring M. Ed.
Turning Point News.org
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